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RÉSUMÉ

La demande pour les services des traducteurs ne cessant de croître, il y a donc une

forte demande pour des outils améliorant leur productivité. Cette thèse propose une

approche novatrice leur fournissant un accès interactif à la technologie la plus puis-

santé dans le domaine de la traduction: un système de traduction automatique. Cette

nouvelle approche utilise le texte cible de la traduction comme médium d'interaction

avec l'ordinateur. Elle est plus naturelle et flexible que les approches actuelles car

elle laisse au traducteur l'initiative du processus de traduction, tout en permettant

au système de contribuer de façon utile au moment jugé opportun.

Une version simplifiée de cette idée est un système qui tente de prédire le texte

cible en temps réel pendant la frappe du traducteur. Ceci peut l'aider en accélérant

l'entrée du texte et en suggérant des idées pour la suite. Toutefois, cela peut également

le gêner s'il y a trop de suggestions, comme l'ont montré certaines études dans notre

laboratoire. Je présente une nouvelle méthode pour la prédiction du texte max-

imisant explicitement la productivité d'un traducteur en fonction d'un modèle des

caractéristiques d'un utilisateur. Mes simulations indiquent une amélioration possi-

blé de la productivité d'un traducteur d'environ 10°'o.

Notre méthode de prédiction est basée sur un modèle statistique estimant la prob-

abilité du texte à venir. Tout en étant précis, il doit être assez efficace pour permettre

la recherche en temps réel. Je décris de nouveaux modèles, basés sur le principe de

l'entropie maximale, conçus pour équilibrer précision et efficacité de la prédiction. Ils

ont amélioré de 50% des modèles de base utilisés lors de travaux précédents.

mots clés: traduction assistée par ordinateur, prédiction du texte, modèles statistiques

de traduction
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ABSTRACT

Demand for the services of translators is on the increase, and consequently so is the

demand for tools to help them improve their productivity. This thesis proposes a novel

tool intended to give a translator interactive access to the most powerful translation

technology available: a machine translation system. The main new idea is to use

the target text being produced as the medium of interaction with the computer. In

contrast to previous approaches, this is natural and flexible, placing the translator in

full control of the translation process, but giving the tool scope to contribute when

it can usefully do so.

A simple version of this idea is a system that tries to predict target text in real time

as a translator types. This can aid by speeding typing and suggesting ideas, but it

can also hinder by distracting the translator, as previous studies have demonstrated.

I present a new method for text prediction that aims explicitly at maximizing a

translator's productivity according to a model of user characteristics. Simulations

show that this approach has the potential to improve the productivity of an average

translator by over 10%.

The core of the text prediction method presented here is the statistical model

used to estimate the probability of upcoming text. This must be as accurate as

possible, but also efficient enough to support real-time searching. I describe new

models based on the technique of maximum entropy that are specifically designed

to balance accuracy and efficiency for the prediction application. These outperform

equivalent baseline models used in prior work by about 50% according to an empirical

measure of predictive accuracy, with no sacrifice in efficiency.

keywords: machine-assisted translation, text prediction, statistical translation models
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Chapter 1

INTRODUCTION

L.

Translation is a fine and exacting art, but there is much about it that

is mechanical and routine and, if this were given over to a machine, the

productivity of the translator would not only be magnified but his work

would become more rewarding, more exciting, more human.

—Martin Kay

This thesis is about using text prediction as a tool to assist skilled translators. The

idea for such a tool is motivated by a general philosophy of applying AI technology—

and in particular machine translation technology^in modest and practical ways,

captured in the quote by Martin Kay above and eloquently articulated in his famous

tract The Proper Place of Men and Machines in Language Translation [69]. The main

hallmarks of this philosophy are a division of labour in which the more mechanical

aspects of a problem are the ones that get assigned to the computer (instead of the

reverse) ; and a cooperative approach where solutions result from interaction between

the human partner and the machine.

Text prediction has both these characteristics. The most accurate predictions will

be ones that involve frequently-repeated words or phrases, or entities like numbers and

certain proper nouns that go into the target language with little variation. These cases

require relatively little thought on a translator's part, and therefore chiefly involve the

mechanical labour of typing. Prediction is inherently interactive because it involves

observing the translator's progress and periodically making proposals for upcoming

text. The translator can respond to a proposal by either accepting it (possibly editing
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it afterward) or rejecting it by just continuing to type. This leverages interactivity

in a sensible way, allowing the computer to contribute when it can usefully do so,

and minimizing the damage when it cannot. Occasionally—and increasingly often as

translation technology improves—it will be able to come up with proposals that are

less obvious, and thereby take on more of the true cognitive burden of producing a

translation.

Creating a viable predictive tool involves two main problems: generating predic-

tions and making them available to a user. Neither are trivial. Generating predictions

requires not only the ability to translate (very quickly), but also the ability to an-

ticipate the intentions of a particular translator. Presenting predictions to a user

requires an interface that makes proposals easy to take in when they are wanted and

unobtrusive when they are not, as well as an efficient mechanism for incorporating

them into an existing partial translation.

The research I present here is exclusively concerned with the problem of generating

predictions. However, it was carried out in conjunction with the TransType project

at the Université de Montréal, which resulted in a prototype text-prediction tool for

English to French translation. I have relied on the results of user trials of this tool

to define the exact nature of the predictive task, as well as to obtain more realistic

assessments of prediction performance. To put my work in context, I begin with

a brief description, of the TransType prototype; more details are given in the next

chapter.

1.1 TransType

The TransType tool provides a graphical interface with basic editing functions, a split-

screen view of the current source and target texts, and a pop-up menu containing a

short list of word-completion suggestions which is displayed just ahead of the current

cursor position. Figure 1.1 shows a screen dump of the interface.
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Figure 1.1. Screen dump of the TransType prototype. The source text is
shown in the top half of the screen, and the target text is typed in the
bottom half, with suggestions given by the menu at the cursor position.
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To use the prototype, a translator selects an English source text and begins typing

its translation. The current source sentence under translation is highlighted and

may be selected using the mouse; it is normally updated sequentially to follow the

translator's progress. After each character is typed, the completion menu is moved

and its contents are updated. The user may accept the completion at the top of the

list by pressing the tab key; other completions may be selected either by clicking on

them with the mouse or by scrolling the list until they appear at the top—in either

case, the accepted completion is inserted in the translation and the cursor placed at

the end of it. Any other keys are interpreted normally, and signal rejection of the

current proposal if they cause the current target text to change.

Predictions are generated using statistical models to estimate the probability of

the next word in the target text. The probabilities of all words in the vocabulary

that match the current prefix (eg, a in the example in figure 1.1) are compared, and

the top n candidates are proposed to the user, where n is typically 7. To increase

the predictive power of the tool, the vocabulary is augmented with multi-word units

that are deemed to be translations of segments of the current source sentence.

1.2 The Prediction Task

To facilitate development in parallel with the evolving TransType prototype, I defined

and worked on a self-contained prediction task that makes certain basic assumptions

about the nature of the user interface, but is otherwise independent of it. The aim

was to improve on the prototype in several ways: increasing the accuracy of the

statistical models used to generate predictions; extending predictions beyond a single

word or lexicalized unit; and defining a realistic model of user behaviour in order to

optimize predictions and get an accurate automatic assessment of their value to a

translator.

u
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1.2.1 Definition

The prediction task is easy to define, at least superficially: given a source text and

some prefix of its translation, make a prediction about what will follow the prefix.

As in TransType, l assume that both the current source sentence and some prefix

of its translation are known.1 This allows the predictor to use standard sentence-

based MT techniques, and improves its chances of being correct. It supposes that

the interface is capable of tracking the translator's progress in order to determine the

current source sentence and its (possibly partial) translation. Experience with the

TransType prototype suggests that this is feasible, and some commercial translator's

workbenches offer this capability as well.

Other similarities with TransType include the fact that predictions are assumed

to be made synchronously with respect to the user interface, and that they are made

solely on the basis of the available source and target texts. The former is mainly a

time restriction, limiting the period available for generating and displaying a proposal

to roughly the interval between successive user keystrokes. The latter restriction

excludes sources of information, such as a record of which previous proposals have

been accepted or rejected, or of response times in various circumstances, that could

potentially be useful in adapting the behaviour of the predictor more precisely to the

translator's needs.

The main difference from TransType is that predictions can be of arbitrary length

rather than just completions for the current word. It is up to the predictor to deter-

mine the optimum length in each context, knowing that longer predictions are more

valuable if they are correct, but are in general less likely to be correct, take longer to

generate, and take longer for the translator to absorb. In contexts where it cannot

1I refer to these as sentences for convenience, but there is nothing that prevents the use of

small groups of sentences in cases where the translator chooses to depart from a strict one-to-one

sentence translation scheme.
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confidently make any prediction, the predictor has the option of abstaining, in which

case no proposal will be displayed to the user. For concreteness, and in keeping with

the sentence-by-sentence translation mode described above, I assume that the scope

of predictions is limited to the current target sentence. The consequences of this

restriction are not likely to be significant, since proposals of sentence length will take

an appreciable time to read and react to in any case. Even if the system correctly

predicted every single target sentence, the user would still have to verify each one,

so the difference in time saved between predicting the entire target text as one block

and predicting it sentence by sentence would be negligible.

A final contrast with the TransType prototype is that, in the problem I have

studied, the output from the predictor is a single best-guess proposal rather than a

set of alternatives. This simplifies automatic evaluation of the results; and it is also

a reasonable strategy for reducing the amount of information the user must absorb

in cases where predictions are significantly longer than a single word. It would be

fairly straightforward to adapt the techniques I describe below to produce multiple

alternatives if desired.

To give a more formal definition and establish some notation, the inputs to the

predictor are the current source text S and a prefix H of its translation, along with

the current source sentence s ç S and a prefix h £ iî of its translation. H represents

all of the target text typed by the translator so far, and h will normally be at the end

of H, but this will not always be the case—for instance, the translator may decide to

back up and revise a previously-translated sentence. The output from the predictor

is a proposal x for what should follow h in the translation of s. Other quantities

of interest are T, the eventual complete translation of 5'; t, the eventual complete

translation of s; and x*, the portion of t yet to be typed. All these quantities are

character strings. Figure 1.2 gives a labelled example of a prediction.

2 Mnemonic: s for source, t for target, h for history—the target text before the current cursor

position, and x for extension.
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s: Let us return to serious matters.

X:

h X*

t: On va r evenir aux choses sérieuses.

evenir à

Figure 1.2. Example of a prediction for English to French translation. S is the
source sentence, h is the part of its translation that has already been typed,
X* is what the translator wants to type, and X is a prediction. The surrounding
contexts S and H from which these sentences are drawn are omitted.

u

1.2.2 Discussion

Text prediction for translators has obvious similarities to two other problems: unilin-

gual text prediction and machine translation. In this section I draw some parallels

and make some distinctions that shed light on the nature of the problem.

Unilingual versus Bilingual Prediction

To what extent is it possible to predict text? In a unilingual context, the answer

depends solely on how much redundancy it contains. Redundancy is a necessary

feature for communication in noisy environments (ie, typical ones), but it imposes

a penalty on users of language that, in the case of typing text, equates to more

characters and hence more typing time than is strictly necessary. It is precisely this

penalty that unilingual text prediction seeks to remove.

3 For instance, the last three letters of the word elephant are redundant because eleph is not a word

in English. But dropping them would increase the possibility of confusion in spoken language

with the word elf. In general, language must strike a balance between the competing demands of

reliability of transmission, which leads to increased redundancy; and economy of expression, which

leads to increased ambiguity. Parallels can be made to analogous concepts in communication

theory, but claims that language represents an optimal balance in any formal sense would be
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The notion of redundancy in text can be quantified by thinking of text as resulting

from a stationary stochastic process that produces a sequence of characters drawn

from a fixed alphabet.4 The entropy rate of a stochastic process is defined as the

average per-character entropy in the limit as the number of characters goes to infinity

[39]. It gives a lower bound on the average number of bits required to encode each

character, and thus on the average number required to unambiguously specify a text.

The entropy rate of English text has been estimated to be at most 1.75 bits per

character [25]. Assuming that keys on a standard keyboard produce 7 bits each

(somewhat unrealistically, because standard keyboards contain fewer than 128 keys),

this means that in principle the raw number of keystrokes needed to produce English

texts could be reduced by 75%.

In practice, this kind of reduction could only be obtained by someone capable of

effortlessly performing arithmetic coding on a desired text and then converting the

resulting bit sequence into a sequence of keystrokes for eventual automatic decoding.

Text prediction is obviously a more realistic way to speed up typing, but the gains it

offers are significantly lower than the theoretical limit, due to the constrained nature

of the "compression" process. Moreover, even if the limit could be approached,there

is no guarantee that the result would be a useful tool. In general, a given reduction

in the number of keystrokes can be achieved either by making many short predictions

or fewer longer ones.5 Although the number of keystrokes may be identical in both

cases, the effort expended by the user is much higher in the former case, because of

difficult to substantiate.

4 Text is almost certainly not a stationary process, but I will ignore this inconvenience, as have

most other authors on the subject.

5 For example, if a predictor makes predictions of fixed length / which the user can accept with a

special key or reject by typing any other key, then the relation is given by F = P(l -1) +1, where

F is the speedup factor (eg, 2 if the number of keystrokes required is reduced by half), and P is

the proportion of accepted predictions. So for a fixed F, P and l are inversely proportional.
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the need to stop, verify, and decide to accept or reject a larger number of proposals.

Unfortunately, long predictions are much harder to make accurately than short ones.

So for example, while it seems theoretically possible to reduce keystrokes by about

60% in French text [49] using predictions of just over 5 characters on average, it is
clearly impossible to do this with a single prediction that anticipates 60% of a large

text.

It is probably for this reason that, despite the theoretical gains it offers, unilingual

text prediction is not widely used outside of special domains like aids for the disabled

28,38,41], or applications like variable or filename completion that are characterized
by a high degree of local repetitiveness. Better interfaces and improvements in lan-

guage modeling techniques [12 may widen its appeal, but it is far from certain that
true text prediction will ever be a standard feature of mainstream word-processing

environments.

Bilingual text prediction is both quantitatively and qualitatively different from

unilingual prediction. In quantitative terms, using techniques similar to those of

[25], I estimate the conditional entropy of French given an English source text to
be about 0.76 bits per character.6 Using the same reasoning as above, this gives
an upper bound of almost 90% for the potential reduction in typing effort. This

cannot be compared directly to the 75% for unilingual prediction, because of the

difference in language and domain, as well as my use of a less careful and almost

certainly overoptimistic estimation procedure. However, it does make clear that the

use of the source language gives a very significant increase in predictive capability.

As a simple example of why this should be so, consider a long sequence of digits

or a proper noun in x* that also appears in s but nowhere in H — this is virtually

impossible to predict in the unilingual case, but is almost trivial given s. Making

longer predictions remains a problem for bilingual prediction, but a much less severe

6 A cross entropy of 4.14 bits per token given by the best model described in chapter 4 divided by
an average of 5.47 characters per token.
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one than for unilingual prediction.

Bilingual prediction also has a qualitative advantage over unilingual prediction,

because knowledge of the source text gives it the capability to act as more than a pure

typing accelerator. If its translation component is good enough, it can in principle

take on some of the actual work of translating, just like another translator looking

over the shoulder of the first. For example, suppose a specialized term .appears in s

that the translator is unfamiliar with. If the predictor knows and can suggest a valid

translation for this term, the value to the translator is far more than just the number

of keystrokes saved by not having to type it manually.

Text Prediction versus MT

Predicting portions of a target text based on a source text has obvious similarities to

the classical problem of machine translation (MT), but there are enough differences

to make it a distinct research topic in its own right, and one that may offer hope of

more success than has been achieved in MT.

First, the task is not to generate an arbitrary valid translation of the source text

as in MT, but rather the particular translation intended by the current user, as in-

ferred from the existing partial translation H. Of course, this does not preclude

the system's being able to influence the final translation in cases where the transla-

tor's intentions are not yet completely formed. Given a typical sentence-by-sentence

translation strategy, it is useful to distinguish two ways of exploiting H. Within the

current sentence pair, h is a strong direct constraint—which is increasingly infor-

mative as it gets longer—on the possible contents of the desired suffix x*. Outside

the current sentence pair, previously translated sentences provide much less direct

information about x*, but they can be used by the predictor to adapt its behaviour

to the translator's preferred ways of translating 5'.

A second distinction is that, in contrast to M.T, there is no requirement to pro-

duce a prediction that completes the current target sentence. In fact, there is no
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requirement to produce any prediction at all, because silence is preferable to propos-

ing something that is completely wrong. Thus, while the goal of an MT system is to

produce the best possible complete translation, the goal of a prediction system is to

produce the longest possible prediction that has a good chance of being correct.

Another characteristic of prediction is that proposals must be generated in real

time, possibly as fast as the interval between the successive keystrokes of a proficient

typist. This is in contrast to standard MT, which for many applications does not

have to work even as fast as a human translator.

A final difference which is important from a research standpoint is that the per-

formance of a predictive system can be evaluated automatically by measuring the

degree of similarity between the system's proposals and the corresponding segments

of target text in a pre-existing complete translation. This is a much less fair test for

an M.T system, since the aim of MT is simply to find some acceptable translation

rather than to anticipate the intentions of a particular translator. (In fact, the eval-

nation of MT systems is a notoriously difficult problem 6].) Of course, similarity

measurements are not a perfect metric for predictive systems either, because they

take into account only one user, not the expected performance across all potential

users. Also, they rely on an idealized scenario about when the system's proposals

would be solicited and accepted, abstracting away from the details and performance

of the user interface.

u

1.3 M.aking Predictions

What is the best prediction to make in a given context? Since the aim of making

predictions is to benefit the translator who is using the predictive tool, a commonsense

answer to this question is that it is the one that benefits the translator most. Making

this explicit allows the prediction task to be formalized as follows:

x = argmax -B(x, h, s), (1.1)
x
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where x is the prediction sought, and B(x, h, s) gives the expected benefit of x in the

context h,s.7 The actual benefit to the translator obviously depends on whether or

not x is correct, so the expected benefit must be a function of the probability that

this is the case. Taking this one step further, since the translator has the option of

editing a partially-correct proposal rather than simply accepting or rejecting it as is,

the expected benefit should be a function of the probability that x will require a given

edit cost to transform it into the desired text. The exact edit cost will depend on the

user interface as well as the translator's skill in manipulating it. To avoid dependence

on these unknown quantities, I make the simplifying assumption that the user will

edit only by erasing wrong characters from the end of a proposal. Given a TransType-

style interface where acceptance places the cursor at the end of a proposal, this is

likely to be the most common editing method, and it gives a conservative estimate

of the cost attainable by other methods. With this assumption, the key determinant

of edit cost is the length of the correct prefix of x; so the expected benefit can be

written as:
;

B(x, h, s) = ^p(fc|x, h, s) 5(x, h, s, k), (1.2)
k=0

where p{k\x,h,s) is the probability that exactly k characters (no more and no less)

from the beginning of x will be correct, l is the length of x, and -B(x, h, s, k) is the

benefit to the user given that the first k characters of x are correct.

The approach described by equations (1.1) and (1.2) captures almost all the ele-

ments of the tradeoff between longer and shorter predictions discussed in the previous

section. In general, for fixed I, -B(x, h, s, k) will be negative for small values of k, re-

fleeting more time spent reacting to and editing the proposal than would have been

required to type the same text manually. On average it will increase monotonically

with A, becoming positive at some point if l is large enough. Therefore, as l gets

7 In general, B will also be a function of H and 5, but I leave this implicit in order to simplify the

notation.
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larger, the expected benefit B(x,h,s) will include more and more positive terms,

associated with large values of k. However, the magnitude of the negative terms for

small k will also increase, reflecting higher cost to erase longer erroneous suffixes.

Also, the probabilities j)(A;|x,h,s) will tend to decrease as k gets larger, reflecting

decreasing confidence in the accuracy of longer predictions. Eventually there will be

a balance point at which the increases from adding terms with high k values will no

longer outweigh the decreases in terms with low k values. Where this point occurs

depends on the context h,s, as well as the particular prediction under consideration.

One component of the problem that is not addressed by optimizing benefit is the

time taken to generate predictions, which will tend to increase with their length.

Rather than trying to build a time penalty into the objective function, I simply mea-

sured how times increased with prediction length, up to a maximum length which

allowed for convenient testing. Calibrated appropriately for computer speed, these

measurements could be used to establish a threshold length to ensure that no predic-

tion took so long to generate as to cause a perceptible delay to the user.

Equations (1.1) and (1.2) effectively break prediction down into three smaller

problems: modeling the correct-prefix distribution p(A;|x,h,s); modeling the user

benefit function B(-x,h,s,k); and searching for the x that maximizes the sum over

all k of their products. The following sections give an outline of my approach to each

of these problems.

1.3.1 Modeling Text

It would be awkward to model the correct-prefix distribution p(/i;|x, h, s) directly, but

fortunately it can be easily calculated from the related distribution p(x/ h, s), which

is more tractable. This gives the probability that an arbitrary character string x'

will follow h in the translation of s. Although strings are necessary for the analysis

above, they do not provide a good basis for estimating probabilities, because they

ignore the most fundamental structure in text, namely its division into tokens (ie,
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occurrences of words). To capitalize on this very useful abstraction, I modeled word-

based distributions of the form p(w|h,s), where w, h, and s are all assumed to be

token sequences.8 Given certain simplifying assumptions, it is fairly straightforward

to calculate the required string probabilities from these.

Joint distributions like p(w|h, s) are difficult to model directly, so a standard step

is to apply the chain rule to obtain a family of conditional distributions:

m

p(w|h,s) ==jjp(w,|h,wi,...wi_i,s),

u

t=l

where Wi is the ith word in w. Although it might be interesting to try to exploit the

distinction between h (which has been sanctioned by the translator) and wi,... w,_i

(which has not), I have chosen to ignore it and consider all the factors on the right

hand side to be instances of a basic family of distributions p(w|h, s), the probability

that a word w will follow the preceding words h in the translation of s. This is the .

central object I have concentrated on modeling.

The probabilities j?(w|h, s) are independent of the prediction application, and thus

can be learned from examples of translated texts. However, the model itself is not

independent of the application, because it must satisfy the requirement of supporting

very rapid searches for x. Another essential feature is that the "probabilities" it

returns must really be probabilities, in order to give accurate values for the expected

benefit in equation (1.2). This is in contrast to some NLP applications, for instance

certain approaches to text classification, where scores that are proportional to or

monotonie with true probabilities are often suf&cient. Another characteristic is that

the distribution being modeled is actually p(w\h,s,H,S), so as noted above the

existence of Jï, S provides an opportunity to adapt p(w\h, s) to the current text.

All these characteristics distinguish the modeling problem from that of statistical

MT, to which it is closely related. In SMT the relative importance of accuracy to

8 The notation for h and s is overloaded; whether these denote strings or token sequences will be

indicated where it is not clear from the context.
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efficiency is much higher, due to the need to produce complete translations and the

lack of interactivity. The classical approach to SMT starts with the "fundamental

equation" [23]:

j?(t|s) ocp(s|t)p(t),

which scales the conditional probabilities of target-sentence hypotheses by a factor of

p(s)-l. Finally, because standard MT systems work autonomously, they do not have

access to a human-sanctioned partial translation H, S of the current text from which

to learn.

Because of these differences, I have developed custom models forp(w]h,s) rather

than deriving this distribution from the models commonly used for SMT. My models

are simpler and support much faster searches than the best classical IBM models

for SMT (described in appendix B), but they are also less accurate: capable of

generating the next few words in the target text with good accuracy but rarely of

producing coherent complete translations of longer sentences. The themes I have

explored in creating these models include: difïerent methods for combining the two

main sources of predictive information h and s, including the use of maximum entropy

modeling techniques; learning translation parameters based on s in the presence of

language parameters based on h; feature selection to reduce the size of the models; and

developing translation models without explicit latent variables. I have not considered

the question of how to exploit information in ff, S to adapt p(w\h, s).

1.3.2 Modeling The User

In theory, the benefit B(x,h,s,A;) that a user derives from a prediction whose first

k characters are correct might include such intangibles as learning a new way to

translate some expression in the source sentence. For practical reasons I interpret

benefit much more prosaically as the time savings due to the proposal x, expressing

this for convenience in units of average keystrokes. Since the benefit due to a proposal
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depends on the user's ultimate decision to accept it or not, B(x,h,s,k) is really an

expected benefit, and can be expanded as follows:

B(x,h,s,k)= y^ p(a[x,h,s,A;) B(x,h,s,Â;,a),
a£{0,l}

(1.3)

u

where a is a random variable that takes on the values 0 for rejection and 1 for

acceptance.

The two quantities on the right side of (1.3) completely characterize a user for the

purposes of the predictor. The decision to accept or reject a proposal is modeled as

probabilistic, which reflects the normal non-determinism of human behaviour. The

benefit in the case of acceptance, B(x, h, s, k, 1), is the difference between the time it

would take to type the first k characters of x manually and the time taken to move

the cursor to the position immediately after its fcth character by reading, accepting,

and if necessary editing the proposal. The "benefit" of a rejected proposal is the

negative of the time it takes for the user to make a decision (conscious or not) to

ignore it and keep typing.

These quantities can be expected to vary widely among translators, reflecting dif-

ferences in typing ability, reading speed, attentiveness, etc. Ideally, models of them

would reflect the characteristics and preferences of the current user. Since these are

unavailable, I created a single universal model that is intended to characterize a "typ-

ical translator". To fit the parameters of this model, I relied on data obtained from

user evaluations of the TransType prototype [78], which was instrumented to record

and timestamp all user actions. The aim of this exercise was not to build a psycholin-

guistically precise model (for which there would likely not have been sufHcient data

in any case), just to come up with a plausible profile to guide the predictor in its

choice of proposals. One way to make the system more sensitive to differences among

users would be to start with this universal model and adapt it based on observations

of the current user's behaviour. As mentioned above, this is outside the scope of my

work.
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1.3.3 Searching for the Best Prediction

Searching directly through all character strings x in order to find the one that max-

imizes the expected benefit to the user according to equation (1.2) would be an

expensive proposition. The fact that B(x,h,s) is non-monotonic in the length of

x makes it difficult to organize efficient dynamic-programming search techniques or

use heuristics to prune partial hypotheses. Because of this, I adopted a fairly radical

search strategy that involves first finding the most likely sequence of words of each

length, then calculating the benefit of each of these sequences to determine the best

proposal. The algorithm is:

1. For each length m^-1.. .M, find the best word sequence:

Wm = argmaxp(wm|h, s),
wm

where w^ = wi,.. .,Wm-

2. Convert each w^ to a corresponding character string x^.

3. Output x = argmax B(xm, h, s), or the empty string if all B(xm, h, s) are non-

positive.
m

I experimented with various values of M up to a limit which allowed for convenient

testing. Step 1 is carried out using a very efficient Viterbi beam search. This makes

use of the model p(w|h, s) in a role similar to the one traditionally played by models

in SMT. Step 2 is a trivial deterministic procedure that mainly involves deciding

whether or not to introduce blanks between adjacent words (eg yes in the case of la

+ vie, no in the case of F + an). Step 3 involves a straightforward evaluation of m

strings, but can be expensive depending on the method used to calculate the required

string probabilities p(x|h, s) from word-sequence probabilities p(w|h, s)—recall that

the former are required for all prefixes of each Xm, not just for each Xm as a whole.

This step relies on being able to interpret the output ofp(w|h, s) as true probabilities.
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Apart from efficiency, the main effect of this algorithm is to relegate the estimation

of user benefits to the role of choosing among most-probable word sequences of vari-

ous lengths. The negative consequences of this are easy to illustrate. Suppose that,

in some context, the model narrowly prefers Ie to mademoiselle as a candidate for the

next word. A benefit calculation would favour mademoiselle, because the benefit of

le is likely to be negative regardless of its probability, but mademoiselle is excluded

from consideration by the policy of choosing only the most probable sequence of each

length (single word in this example). Another problem is that the requirement to

have proposals end on word boundaries will force the predictor to generate subop-

timal predictions in some cases. For example, suppose the model assigned similar

probabilities to different morphological variants of a single French verb. A sensible

strategy in this case would be to propose only the verb stem, but this is precluded

by the whole-word approach.

On the positive side, having a two-step strategy introduces constraints on x that

may help to address some deuciencies in the user model B(x, h, s, k). This perspective

shows the flip side of the coin for both examples in the previous paragraph. For

le/mademoiselle, it is quite possible that there may be some cost associated with

systematically making longer but slightly less accurate predictions, in terms of user

confidence, that is not captured by the model. Similarly, proposals that systematically

end on word boundaries may be easier to react to than those that can finish mid-word.

Given the fairly large degree of uncertainty about the match between B(x,h,s,A;)

and the characteristics of any particular user, the constraints may represent a useful

averaging tendency. In any case, it seems prudent to await more research on interfaces

for prediction and how people use them before optimizing too aggressively according

to the current user model.

u
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1.3.4 Evaluation

The division of the prediction problem into the separate components of text modeling,

user modeling, and search provides the opportunity to evaluate each of these compo-

nents separately. This is particularly useful in the case of the text model p{w\h,s),

which can be evaluated by measuring its degree of "fit" to a parallel test corpus with-

out the need for expensive search procedures. I used this approach to develop and

compare a variety of models independently of the prediction application. Similarly,

the Viterbi search in step 1 of the algorithm in the previous section was tuned by

comparing the word-sequences produced to those observed in the existing translation,

avoiding the need to calculate benefits.

Automatically evaluating the performance of the predictor as whole requires sim-

ulating a translator's responses to predictions. A parallel corpus can be used to

establish the translation that a user wants to type, but of course contains no infor-

mation about the actions of the translator who produced it. My solution to this is to

use the user model to simulate a translator's responses, accepting probabilistically ac-

cording to p(a|x, h, s, fc) and determining the associated benefit using B(x, h, s, k, a).

Here k is obtained by comparing x to the known x* that the translator wishes to

type. It may seem somewhat artificial to be measuring performance according to the

objective function that the predictor is trying to optimize, but this is a biased mea-

sure only to the extent that it misrepresents an actual user's characteristics. There

are two cases: the user is either a better candidate—types more slowly, reacts more

quickly and rationally—than assumed by the model, or a worse one. The predictor

will not be optimized in either case, but the simulation will only overestimate the

benefit in the second case. By being very conservative in estimating the parameters

of the user model, I hope to minimize the number of actual users who would fall into

the second category, and thus arrive at a realistic lower bound for the average benefit

across all translators.
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1.4 Organization

The remaining chapters in this thesis are organized as follows:

• Chapter 2 explores a novel form of interactive machine translation that is a

generalization of text prediction. The main hallmark of this approach is the

use of the target text as the medium of interaction with the computer. This

idea is discussed in detail and compared to more conventional translators' tools.

• Chapter 3 turns to the problem of creating a model for p(w|h, s) for use in a

text prediction system. It first deals with the question of how to effectively

combine evidence from h and s within a Markov framework, and describes a

new model for doing so based on the maximum entropy/minimum divergence

technique. This model achieves 50% lower test corpus perplexity than a directly

equivalent linear combination. Another contribution is an algorithm for select-

ing informative bilingual word pairs for use within this model. This chapter is

an edited version of [47].

• Chapter 4 improves on the model described in chapter 3 by giving it some infor-

mation about the progress of the translation so far, in the form of the position

of the current word w. This does not entail any sacrifice of its efficient search

properties. Two methods are compared, and the best is shown to give almost

50% lower perplexity than the equivalent linear model used in the TransType

prototype. This chapter is an edited version of [46].

• Chapter 5 tackles the main task of making predictions, using the models devel-

oped in the previous two chapters. This further develops the approach based

on maximizing user benefit outlined above, and compares numerous predictor

configurations. The best is shown to reduce the time taken by an average trans-

lator by almost 13% when the predictor is allowed to consider word sequences
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up to five words long. This chapter is an edited version of [50].

• Chapter 6 concludes, lists the contributions of this thesis, and discusses some

possibilities for future work.

• Appendix A gives some samples of the simulations used to evaluate the system.

• Appendix B gives a brief overview of statistical MT, focussing on the classical

IBM translation models.

• Appendix C presents separate work on maximum entropy/minimum divergence

language modeling that supplies some of the technical details missing from

earlier chapters.

u
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Chapter 2

TARGET-TEXT MEDIATED

INTERACTIVE MACHINE TRANSLATION

u

Text prediction can be seen as one instance of a more general style of interactive

machine translation that uses the target text as the medium of interaction. In this

chapter I discuss the merits of this idea in detail, comparing it to existing translator's

tools.

As a prelude to doing so, I argue that pure MT is not likely to match human

performance in the near future. Obviously, if fully automatic translation were just

around the corner, research into machine-assisted translation would be much less

interesting. Given this basic assumption, the motivation for the proposed tool can be

summarized as follows. Current MAT tools for translators are fairly rudimentary, so

an interesting possibility is to somehow incorporate an MT component. Various ways

of doing this have been tried in the past, but without much success. Many of the

problems encountered by these efforts have been due to the nature of the interaction

between the translator and the M.T system, and can be avoided by making the target

text the medium of interaction. An approach to interactive MT based on incremental

updates to the target text has the potential to maximize the contributions of the MT

system while allowing the translator to work naturally and retain full control of the

translation process.

There are a number of difi'erent ways in which this general idea could be imple-

mented. One of the simplest is a tool that tries to complete words as a translator

types. This was the aim of the TransType project at the Université de Montreal,

within which much of the work on this thesis was carried out. At the end of the

chapter I give a brief overview of this project.
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2.1 Status and Prospects for MacJiine Translation

2.1.1 History

Machine translation is one of the oldest applications for computers. Its most fre-

quently cited genesis is a memo by Warren Weaver in 1949 [123] that suggested using

cryptanalytic techniques developed during the Second World War. Weaver's memo

ushered in an era of intense international activity that lasted until about the mid-

1960's, when the famous ALPAC report was published in the U.S. This in essence

concluded that MT research had been largely a waste of money, and that the goal of

writing a computer program capable of matching the performance of a skilled human

translator on an arbitrary text—known as fully automatic high quality translation

(FAHQT)—was extremely ambitious, if not chimerical.

The post-ALPAC period was marked by more modest and pragmatic goals on the

part of many of the researchers who continued to work in the field. In a paper that

anticipated the conclusions of the ALPAC report [11], Yehoshua Bar-Hillel, an influ-

ential early figure in MT, identified three practical uses for MT technology: producing

rough translations for the purpose of rapid text scanning (often known as MT for as-

similation) ; translation within restricted domains amenable to formalization by virtue

of their simplicity; and translation involving some kind of human input.1 All three

became the focus of attention after ALPAC. MT for assimilation has been largely

the province of commercial systems such as SYSTRAN, which has been used by U.S.

intelligence services since the 1960's and by the European Union since 1976. The

canonical example of successful restricted-domain MT is the METEO system [30],

developed at the Université de Montreal and used to translate Canadian weather re-

ports since 1977. Work on combined human/machine translation systems also began

1 As Isabelle notes [61], thèse three options "cover the complete range of compromises that can

be made with respect to the three attributes of an ideal MT system (quality, generality, full

automation)".
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in this period, with a notable example being the MIND system [68], developed at the

RAND corporation in the late 1960's and early 70's.

A major development in the 1980's, in MT as in many other areas of computational

linguistics, was the revival of empirical techniques. These had fallen out of favour

in the years after ALPAC due in part to a general turn away from empiricism in

linguistics under the influence of Chomsky. Successes in speech recognition [9], as

well as increased computer power and growing amounts of text available in electronic

form motivated their réintroduction. The earliest instance was example-based MT,

proposed by Nagao in 1984 [97]. Although example-based MT received considerable

attention and funding, especially in Japan, the greatest excitement and controversy3

was generated by the statistical approach pioneered by a group of former speech-

recognition researchers at IBM [23] in the late 1980's and early 90's (see appendix B

for an overview of this). The IBM group produced a French-English system called

Candide, which in a 1994 ARPA evaluation [7] performed at about the same level

as Pangloss [51], a state-of-the-art system with a long lineage in traditional MT

research.4 This encouraging result, along with successes in other applications such as

part-of-speech tagging [32], led to the widespread adoption of statistical techniques,

with the consequence that most research-oriented MT systems now comprise at least

some statistical components, though pure statistical systems are still probably in the

minority.

2 See Hutchins [58] for a much more detailed account of this and other work in MT up until the

early 1980's.

See, for example, the proceedings of the TMI conference in 1992, which had as its theme Empiricist

vs Rationalist Methods in MT.

4 Pangloss was actually a "multi-engine" system, which included an example-based component

among others. Another system compared in the ARPA test was LingStat, a statistical/rule-based

hybrid.

u
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S. l. 2 Current Status

The most recent epoch in MT has been shaped by the ever-increasing power of PC'S,

which are now amply capable of running full-fledged MT programs; and by the advent

of the internet, whose international nature has created new demand for translations of

web content and email. Commercial systems have proliferated to meet this demand,

both in the form of PC-based products and on-line services. For the most part this

is translation for assimilation, although some commentators see email translation as

a new niche ideally suited to MT (or at least, due to its real-time nature, difficult for

human translators to take on), and have labelled it translation for interchange 56] or

translation for communication [90]. Related developments also driven at least partly

by the internet include work in human-assisted machine translation (HAMT) with the

aim of permitting monolinguals having knowledge of only a source language [17,82],

or only a target language [105,128] to obtain improved semi-automatic translations.5

Another active area is speech-to-speech translation, which is the ambitious goal

of many recent projects, including EuTrans [4], Verbmobil [118], JANUS, and ATR.

]VIost of these projects aim at producing working prototypes, but only within very

restricted domains. This vastly improves their chances of success, but as Kay and

Hutchins have pointed out [57,70], it also runs the risk of repeating the problems of

the pre-ALPAC era by creating a public perception that realistic open-domain speech

translation is just around the corner.6 In contrast to the active scene in web-related

applications and speech translation, fundamental research on traditional FAHQT is

currently at a low ebb, with only a very few groups active worldwide. Som.e work

5 The complementary field of machine-assisted human translation (MAHT), has also recently seen

considerable activity, but this includes very little work on the use of MT itself as a tool for

translators, so I postpone a discussion of this topic to the next section.

6 Recent events seem to have borne this out: in a state of the union address in January 2000, U.S.

president Clinton referred to machines which "translate as fast as you can speak". For details and

reaction, see the home page of the American Translators Association at www.atanet.org.
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continues on restricted-domain MT, roostly involving technical documentation pro-

duced by large companies; an example is the KANT system developed for Caterpillar

at CMU [96].

2.1.3 Prospects for FAHQT

Most work in combined human/machine translation, including this thesis, is predi-

cated on the assumption that unrestricted FAHQT is, if not impossible, at least a very

long way off. Experts are almost unanimous about this [5, 57,61, 70,86,95]. The fun-

damental difficulty is that translation requires the equivalent of human understand-

ing, the ill-defined and elusive grail of artificial intelligence. Bar-Hillel illustrated this

convincingly with his famous example the box was in the pen. Translating this phrase

correctly requires knowing that boxes are usually larger than writing instruments but

smaller than fenced enclosures—as well as, in general, the ability to identify contexts

in which this default assumption no longer obtains. There are no known techniques,

either in MT or any other area of artificial intelligence, which can reliably solve this

kind of problem.

This is not to imply that truly hard problems like Bar-Hillel's example are the

only remaining barrier to attaining human performance. It is no accident that much

of the work in MT up to now has concentrated on syntax, because even this relatively

accessible subject is poorly understood. It is easy to see the consequences in state-of-

the-art MT systems. The current web-accessible version of SYSTRAN, for instance,

renders love is all you need as l'amour est tout que vous avez besoin, committing an

elementary grammatical error that no skilled human translator ever would. Arnold

[5] gives a detailed compendium of this and other linguistic problems for MT.

For practical applications, what matters is not the existence of such difficulties,

but how often they occur. If the hard cases are rare enough then the errors they

cause may be tolerable, particularly if human performance is itself not perfect"—

ie, if there is some level of disagreement even between experts. An example of a
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highly non-trivial AI task on which performance has recently become good enough

to enable significant commercial success is speech recognition. Outside of certain re-

stricted domains, however, MT is nowhere near the level of skilled human translation,

and its commercial potential for taking over tasks normally assigned to professional

translators is low.

It is difficult to quantify current MT performance precisely, and even more dif-

ficult to try to gauge its future rate of improvement. The quickest progress can be

expected to result from the solution of problems which are purely linguistic in nature,

since these are the ones which seem easiest and are also the ones which have been

studied most extensively. However, although progress has been made and continues

to be made in linguistics and computational linguistics, the pace is slow. The profu-

sion of competing theories and formalisms in these fields attests to their continuing

immaturity. Moreover, the effects of what progress there has been on the quality of

MT seem almost negligible. To quote Hutchins, [57]:

...overall it has to be admitted that at present the actual translations

produced do not represent major advances on those made by the MT

systems of the 1970s. We still see the same errors: wrong pronouns, wrong

prepositions, garbled syntax, incorrect choice of terms, plurals instead of

singulars, wrong tenses, etc., etc.

Furthermore, the gains to be had from resolving purely linguistic problems depend

on what proportion of problems confronted by an MT system are in fact purely

linguistic in nature, as opposed to those like Bar-Hillel's example which require wider

knowledge and understanding. To a certain extent, the dichotomy between linguistic

and extra-linguistic problems is a fiction, because language and understanding are

deeply intertwined. It is therefore very difficult to judge how much margin there

really is for improvements resulting from better linguistics.

For extra-linguistic problems, the prospects seem bleaker—there has been less
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work on them (within MT, at least), and the domain is vast. Some critics, including

Bar-Hillel himself, have contended that current rationalist approaches can never suc-

ceed, because they ignore the dynamic nature of human thought and language use.

Melby [95] presents a detailed argument along these lines, with connections to the

broader debate in artificial intelligence and philosophy. Empirical systems perhaps of-

fer a ray of hope in this regard, since they are based on learning, and learning (about

new contexts) is seen to be a key element missing from the way language is con-

ceived in the traditional symbolic approach. Work on adaptive statistical modeling,

eg 73,106], may constitute a rudimentary step in this direction. But the potential

of empirical approaches should not be overstated, because their successes so far have

been mostly practical, and there is no hard evidence that they can solve the difficult

problems which have defeated rationalist methods. To sum up, in the words of Alan

Melby:

Fully-automatic high-quality machine translation of unrestricted text

will be a truly surprising, unpredictable breakthrough and therefore is not

expected in the foreseeable future, even though it may come at any time.

2.2 Machîne-Assîsted Translation

The field of machine-assisted translation (MAT) encompasses many different combi-

nations of human and machine effort for many different translation-related applica-

tions. Two themes of MAT in particular are relevant here: tools intended to assist

professional or other highly-skilled translators, and efforts to integrate human trans-

lation with full-fledged machine translation.

2.2.1 Tools for Translators

Tools for translators are typically made available within the framework of a what

is often called a translator's workbench. This is basically a word processor with a
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split screen for simultaneous viewing and manipulation of source and target texts. In

addition to the features normally found in a unilingual word processor, commercial

workstations such as the Eurolang Optimizer [45], Star Transit [112], IBM Translation

Manager [113], and Trades TranslatorsWorkbench [114] include specialized features

such as source text format preservation, access to bilingual term banks and dictionar-

ies, and functions to facilitate administrative control of documents. More advanced

features available on some of these workbenches or currently the subject of research

include:

• automatic identification of term candidates in the source text [31, 72,114];

• automatic translation of terms [52, 72,113,114];

• translation memories which allow access to previously-translated text [44,45,

72,99,102,112-114];

• the possibility of running an MT system on the text and editing its output

[45,52,72,99,113,114]; and

• verification of finished translations for correctness or completeness. [87, 92]

Translation 'Memory

Of these tools, translation memory is the most highly touted. A translation memory

is a database containing aligned previously-translated texts. Alignment [107] is the

process of putting segments in a source text into one-to-one correspondence with

segments in a target text. The segments involved are normally no smaller than a

sentence. A translation memory can be searched for text in either or both of the two

languages it contains, and typically returns results in the form of bilingual segment

pairs.
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The simplest way to use a translation memory is as a bilingual concordance [84]

to allow the translator to search for previous translations of a troublesome word or

phrase.

Another use is motivated by the fact that many translation jobs involve texts

which are modified versions of others that have been translated in the past. (This is

particularly true of commercial documentation, which probably constitutes the bulk

of material submitted to professional translators). Much of the previous translation

can simply be copied in this case, but it is not always possible to locate the previous

text, nor is it easy to identify the portions that are identical. To help with this

problem, some translation memories include a component that automatically finds

matches for segments of the current source text among previous material. Whenever

a match is found, the corresponding target text segment is retrieved and proposed to

the translator. Since "matching" segments of text may have slight variations, such as

numbers or dates that have changed, fuzzy algorithms are sometimes used to identify

matches, eg [72,114].

The active translation memory described in the previous paragraph constitutes a

simple form of machine translation. Although very crude, it has several advantages

over the alternate approach of running a full-fledged M.T system and editing its

output: it is more efBcient; it is adaptive, because matches can be sought in recently-

translated text; and the fluency of the target text is guaranteed because it has been

manually translated.

However, unlike MT, translation memories do not have the ability to translate

arbitrary passages of text (see [89 for an analysis of this limitation). Apart from

the special situation of repeat texts, their usefulness is therefore limited to looking

up words or short expressions. Another limitation, which they share with all current

translator's tools, is that they make only one take-it-or-leave-it proposal, leaving

it up to the translator to bridge whatever gap exists between this and the desired

translation.
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2.2.2 Integrating Human and Machine Translation

Machine translation, which is the pinnacle of translation techuology, has been con-

templated for use as a translator's tool since its earliest days. Efforts to integrate

human and machine translation can be categorized according to when the human

contribution takes place: before, after, or during the MT system's operation; these

are known as pre-editing, post-editing, and interactive machine translation (IMT).

Pre-editing

In a pre-editing system, the user annotates the source text so as to render it less

ambiguous for the MT system, indicating for example the correct senses of words

which are homographs, the objects to which pronouns refer, the words modified by

prepositional phrases, etc. Once this is finished, the user's contribution ends and the

MT system takes over. This is a very old approach which does not seem to be the

subject of any current research. The reason it has not been more actively pursued

seems fairly obvious: there can be few applications apart from research which justify

requiring the user to perform the onerous task of making a detailed linguistic analysis

of a text and then encoding the result in some machine-interpretable formalism. Just

translating the source text would be easier, for anyone with the capability to do so.

However, it is worth noting the similarity between pre-editing and controlled-language

translation [100], in which source texts are constrained during their creation in such

a way as to make them easier to translate.

Po st-editing

In post-editing, the translator's role is simply to correct the output from an MT

system. It is well established that in order for post-editing to be cost-effective the

MT output must be close to the desired quality [85, 94]. When high quality output is

desired this is rarely the case, so it is usually faster for a translator to ignore the M.T
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output and begin again from scratch. As a method of assisting a skilled translator,

post-editing can be summarized as follows: it is relatively easy to implement and

does no harm (because the translator is free to ignore the MT system's contribu-

tion), but it is not usually much help either. The simplicity and low risk associated

with post-editing help explain why it is the strategy of choice in current commercial

workbenches.

u

Interactive Machine Translation

In interactive translation, the task of the translator is to guide an MT system to an

acceptable solution through a series of timely interventions. The premise is that if

the interventions can be made at just the right places—just when the MT system is

about to make errors—they will keep the system on track and maximize the amount

of useful work it can do. If the system is good enough, the effort invested in the

interventions can be less than would be required for manual translation.

IMT has a fairly long history, beginning with Kay's MIND system [68] in the early

seventies. The MIND system was a general environment for linguistic processing

which included a component called the disambiguator whose purpose was to remove

parsing ambiguities by asking questions of a human user. The MIND system could

be configured for MT, with the disambiguator in place to improve its analysis of the

source text; once analysis was complete, no further user intervention was solicited,

and the target text was generated completely automatically.

Most subsequent IMT systems have adopted the MIND approach, which can be

characterized as interactive pre-editing [124]. Research has tended to concentrate on

refining the question and answer process through techniques such as ordering the

7 The reason for this source/target asymmetry is perhaps in part because of the difference between

analysis and generation in translation. In theory, a system must be capable of analyzing any valid

text in the source language, but it does not necessarily have to be capable of generating all valid

texts in the target language.
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questions so that likely answers to early questions will make later ones unnecessary

18,27,91]; presenting multiple-choice responses, with the system's best hypothesis

first [27, 91]; finding more natural formulations such as in terms of paraphrases of the

source text [19,110,127]; and tailoring questions to the user's level of sophistication

[18].
From the viewpoint of a skilled translator, the problems with this style of IMT

are similar to the problems with pure pre-editing. First, since making an explicit

analysis of the source text is not part of a translator's normal routine, the question

and answer process represents a burden, no matter how streamlined it becomes. If

this burden is too great, manual translation will be more efficient. Second, and more

seriously, the MT system has no human guidance when generating the target text.

For applications where high-quality translations are required, this'means that the

target text will have to be manually revised.

For these reasons, interactive pre-editing is usually promoted as personal IMT for

people with limited knowledge of the target language [55,111], or for monolingual

authors of documents [20], especially in situations when output quality is not of

paramount importance or translation into multiple target languages is required. Two

exceptions are the ALPS and Weidner systems (both described in [58]), which are

specifically intended for professional translators. Recent published descriptions of

these systems are difficult to obtain, but an evaluation of the Weidner system by

Elliott Macklovitch in 1985 [85] found that its use actually decreased the productivity

of professional translators working in the Canadian government's translation bureau.

Neither system seems to be the focus of any recent research, nor does either appear

to be currently marketed as a tool for translators.8

One alternate approach to IMT has recently been proposed by Yamabana et al

8 ALPS is said to be used in-house in the ALPNET translation service, and the Weidner system

is marketed as a complete MT system under the name Transcend 88].
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[126].9 Their idea is to translate each source sentence "bottom up", in a series of

steps which the user can control. In the first step the system displays a version of

the sentence in which content words have been replaced by their translations, and

allows the user to select alternate translations for these words from a menu. In

subsequent steps, the system translates increasingly larger segments of the sentence

into the target language. Before each step, the user can change the system's choice

of the next segment to be translated (effectively providing a bottom-up bracketing

of the text). After each step, the user can pick an alternate translation from a menu

if desired. This system is not contemplated for use by skilled translators, but the

authors make a good case for its use by Japanese speakers with some knowledge of

English hoping to produce reasonable-quality English text for email messages and the

like.

2.3 Target-Text Mediated IMT

IMT is potentially a very powerful tool for translators. In my opinion, its lack of

success so far is due to the inappropriateness of interactive pre-editing for skilled

translators, rather than any inherent flaw in the idea of IMT itself. To recapitulate

and expand slightly on the discussion in the previous section, the problems with

interactive pre-editing are:

1. The task of explicitly disambiguating elements of the source text is not a nor-

mal part of translation, and therefore represents an additional burden on the

translator.

2. The translator's input only makes a difference in cases where the system would

have made an error on its own. But since there is no reliable way of detecting

u
9 This appears to be an independent re-invention of the approach taken by the CULT system [83]

in the 1970's, which had not previously generated any similar work.
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these cases a priori, the system must err on the side of caution and ask about

a large number of potential problems. Therefore the translator does more work

than is really necessary.

3. The translator has no direct control over the target text. A post-editing step is

therefore necessary if high-quality output is desired.

The third point is the most serious. In theory it could be addressed by extending

the scope of the system's questions to include various features of the target text, such

as lexical choice. But this would tend to aggravate the first and second points. It is

also not obvious how to frame questions about certain aspects of the target text, for

instance its grammatical structure, in a way that a translator could work with easily.

2.3.1 Using the Target Text as the Medium of Interaction

A new approach to IMT which avoids many of the problems of interactive pre-editing

is to use the target text as the medium of interaction, and have the translator and the

system make alternating contributions to it. In this approach, the translator's inputs

serve as progressively more informative constraints for the MT component, which

normally responds to each of them with a fresh proposal for some part of the target

text. This can be seen as a kind of interactive post-editing; following a previous

publication [48], I will refer to it as target-text mediated (TTM) IMT. In contrast

to other interactive methods, where the translator's interventions occur during the

MT process, in TTM the interventions occur after discrete MT steps in an iterative

procedure. Another major difference is that the MT component does not produce a

completely free translation, but one which respects the constraints on the target text

arising from the translator's previous contributions.

TTM directly addresses all three of the problems listed in the previous section.

First, the extra burden on the translator is limited to having to read and evaluate the

system's proposals for parts of the target text. Since the target text is the natural
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focus of the translator's attention, this is not as onerous as having to answer questions

about the source text. Second, the translator does not have to waste time correcting

false mistakes, because it is immediately apparent from the system's proposal whether

or not it has made an error. Finally, the translator has direct explicit control over

the final form of the target text.

There are a number of ways in which this style of IMT can potentially help a

translator:

• when the translator has a particular translation in mind, the system can speed

the typing or editing process by anticipating parts of it; .

• when the translator is searching for an appropriate translation, the system's

contributions can provide ideas; and

• when the translator makes a mistake, the system can provide an immediate

warning, either implicitly by failing to generate a proposal at the point where

the error occurs, or explicitly by attaching an annotation to the text.

The main potential drawback to this approach is that the system's contributions

might prove distracting to the translator, especially if they are often wrong or if they

are presented in a clumsy way. A more subtle danger is that the use of TTM could

degrade the quality of the resulting translation if the translator occasionally accepts

flawed suggestions from the MT component. Clearly, the MT component must be

reasonably accurate and the user interface must be carefully designed in order to

avoid pitfalls like this. As long as this is the case, the risks associated with TTM are

low, because, as in passive post-editing, the translator is always free to ignore the

system's contributions.

u
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2.3.2 Prediction Versus Revision

It is useful to distinguish between two basic modes of operation in TTM: prediction,

where the user is typing a new target text and the system's contributions are guesses

about what will be typed next; and revision, where the user is making corrections to

an existing piece of text and the system suggests appropriate modifications.

Prediction

Text prediction for translators was first suggested by Church and Hovy [33] as one

of many possible applications for "crummy" machine translation technology. It is a

relatively straightforward problem to define: the target text to the left of the cursor

is considered fixed, and the system's task is to propose an extension to it.

The system's contributions can vary in how much text is predicted and how it

is presented to the user. The ideal length for a prediction will depend on several

factors, including how fast the MT component works, how quickly predictive accuracy

degrades as a function of distance from the known prefix, and the preferences of the

current user. For ergonomie reasons, it may be better to have predictions end on

word boundaries. Also, as mentioned in the previous chapter, making them longer

than a typical sentence would probably be unrealistic, both in terms of the amount

of text the MT component can reliably predict and the amount the user can quickly

digest.

Options for displaying a proposal to the translator include putting it directly in

front of the cursor, putting it in a separate window of its own, and listing several

alternate possibilities in a menu. To reduce the burden on the user, menus should

probably be kept short, both in terms of the number of alternatives and the length

of each alternative. Another important decision is when to display proposals; possi-

bilities include: after every user keystroke, when the user pauses for a certain length

of time, when the system judges they are likely to be right, or only on demand.
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After a proposal has been displayed, the translator has the option of either ac-

cepting it (for instance by using a special keystroke or mouse command), or ignoring

it and continuing to type. In both cases, the system would normally calculate a new

proposal immediately after the user's action. Of course, it would also be possible

for the translator to accept only part of a proposal or move the cursor back into

previously-typed text, in which case the system could switch to revision mode.

Revision

Revision is somewhat more widely applicable than prediction. It could be used in

conjunction with prediction in the normal course of producing a translated document,

but it could also be used to edit a draft text from a different source:—for instance

another translator, an MT system, a translator's memory, or a translator's dictation

system [21]. In revision, the system's task is to propose a replacement for an existing

segment of target text, while considering the text on either side of the segment (if

any) to be fixed.

The user must have some way of designating the scope of the desired change.

One possibility would be to give the system only the current cursor position, and

have it first modify the word under the cursor, then automatically expand the scope

outward as necessary around the word—perhaps only in one selected direction—until

the results were consistent with the surrounding text. For example, a change to the

grammatical number of a noun under the cursor might necessitate a corresponding

change to a nearby verb. A less sophisticated but probably more workable alternative

would be to have the translator explicitly designate the entire scope of the change,

for instance by highlighting a certain region of text.

In the absence of any information about the nature of the desired change, the

system's task would be to propose what it deemed a plausible alternative to the

selected text. Its performance could be improved by letting the translator give it

hints about the problem that needed to be fixed. These might include the suppression
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or inclusion of certain words within the segment to be changed, or changes to global

properties such as tense, voice, degree of verboseness, etc. Such capabilities would

obviously require considerable sophistication on the part of both the MT component

and the user interface for the TTM tool.

0

2.4 TransType

The first working prototype ofaTTM system was developed as part of the TransType

project, carried out by the RALI group at the Université de Montreal from 1997 to

2000. The TransType prototype tries to complete words and other short lexical

units as the translator types. It accepts arbitrary English texts as input, and is

capable of correctly anticipating about 70% of the characters in a freely-typed French

translation. It consists of two major components: a graphical user interface and a

prediction engine for generating completions. The remainder of this section gives

a brief overview of the prototype and its performance, as well as the main research

carried out during the project. For clarity, the contributions of this thesis are excluded

from this description.

2.^.1 Graphical User Interface

TransType's user interface is implemented in TCL/TK. It provides basic editing

functions, a split-screen view of the current source and target texts, and a pop-up

menu containing a short list of word-completion suggestions which is displayed just

ahead of the current cursor position. Figure 1.1 shows a screen dump of the interface.

To use the prototype, a translator selects an English source text and begins typing

its translation. The current source sentence under translation is highlighted and

may be selected using the mouse; it is normally updated sequentially to follow the

translator's progress. After each character is typed, the completion menu is moved

and its contents are updated. The user may accept the completion at the top of the
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list by pressing the tab key; other completions may be selected either by clicking on

them with the mouse or by scrolling the list until they appear at the top.

The interface has many options which can be set dynamically, for instance the

number of suggestions which appear in the completion menu, and the minimal length

for suggestions. It also writes extensive tracking information to log files, for the

purpose of assessing user behaviour, timing, and completion performance. For details,

see [79].

2.4-ê Prediction Engine

The prediction engine is implemented in C and C++. It takes as input a 'source

text and a target-text prefix, and outputs a ranked list of completions for the last

partial word in the prefix. For efficiency, the source and target texts are not specified

from scratch, but rather through a series of incremental updates that mirror the

translator's progress—for instance, set the source sentence, append a target word,

append a target character, etc.

The prediction engine consists of two main parts: a statistical model for assigning

probabilities to candidates for the next word, given the current source text and target-

text prefix; and a search procedure to find the candidates with the highest probability

according to the model.

Statistical Models

The statistical model returns an estimate of the probability that a given word will fol-

low the current source text and target-text prefix. The baseline model for the project,

described in [49 , was a fixed linear combination of a standard trigram language model

and the IBM translation model 2. The trigram language model [67] predicts a word

from the two preceding target-text words. The IBM translation model 2 [23 predicts

a word on the basis of its one-to-one translation associations with each of the words
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in the source text, as well as its position relative to each of these words. The version

of model 2 used in TransType is slightly modified to account for words like proper

nouns that translate mostly unchanged from English into French.

The models were trained on the Hansard corpus of Canadian parliamentary pro-

ceedings, which are published in English and French versions. Bilingual sentence

pairs were identified automatically using the method described in 107]. Approxi-

mately 50M words in each language were used for parameter estimation.

Research in the project focussed mainly on improving the baseline model in a

variety of ways. A major weakness of this model is that its two components, the

language and translation models, are combined linearly with fixed weights. Intu-

itively, the weight on each component should be allowed to vary with context. For

example, the word president almost invariably follows the frequent bigram monsieur

le in the Hansard corpus. When monsieur Ie has just been observed, therefore, the

trigram should be given a high weight to reflect higher confidence in its prediction. A

number of ways for identifying such contexts and assigning appropriate weights were

investigated in [75], but none was found to significantly improve the accuracy of the

baseline model.

Another major weakness of the baseline model is that its translation compo-

nent (model 2) directly captures only word-for-word translation associations, and its

knowledge of grammatical relations is limited to a notion that words in similar posi-

tions within the source and target sentences tend to be mutual translations. Among

other things, this means that the model has difficulty recognizing translation relations

between groups of words, especially those in which translation is non-compositional,

such as red tape / paperasserie. One way to remedy this deficiency would be to use

more sophisticated translation models such as the IBM models 3-5. A simpler way is

to add selected sequences of words (or units) to the lexicons in both languages. For

TransType, this has the advantage of allowing multi-word extensions to be proposed

to the user at little extra computational cost compared to pure word completion.
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Experiments involving translation units demoustrated that they yield a modest im-

provement over the baseline model [76,77]. Another valuable way of using units is

to be able to rapidly incorporate a term lexicon for some specialized domain into the

completion engine.

Search

Conceptually, the search procedure iterates through a vocabulary, submits each word

that matches the current word prefix (ie, the partial word typed by the user, which

may be empty) to the model, and outputs the set of words with highest probabilities.

Since the French vocabulary is very large, however (on the order of 500k inflected

forms), the search is initially limited to words which exceed some threshold probability

of appearing in a translation of the current source sentence. This "active vocabulary"

is generated by the IBM translation model 1. Only if the active vocabulary contains

no words that match the current word prefix does the search "break through" into the

main vocabulary. The dictionary is stored as a trie to make the process of matching

word prefixes more efficient. Further details are given in [49 .

S.4-3 Evaluation

The TransType prototype was evaluated in two separate trials using skilled transla-

tors as test subjects [78,80]. The results indicate that theoretical estimates of benefit

based on maximum possible characters saved are very optimistic and do not neces-

sarily reflect gains in productivity. Although the prototype was theoretically capable

of eliminating about 70% of keystrokes on the test texts used (according to the model

of user interaction described in 49]), the actual keystroke savings were only about

45% on average for the first trial and 30% for the second. The discrepancy was due

to the fact that the translators did not always accept correct completions as early

as possible, as was assumed by the theoretical calculation. Even worse, productivity
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(measured as the rate of text production) declined as a result of using the prototype

tool for all but one subject; the average loss was 35% in the first trial and 17% in the

second. The main reason for this appears to be that it takes time for users to stop

typing and read proposals, so if too many proposals are wrong or too short, the net

effect will be to slow the translator down. On the positive side, the vast majority of

translators (9/10 on the first trial and 9/9 on the second) liked TransType, and most

felt that it had helped rather than hindered them.

There are several reasons to believe that the large drops in productivity observed

during these trials may not reflect the true potential of the tool. First, the learning

curve appears to be quite steep and it is not clear that the time allotted for the

experiments was enough to let translators reach their maximum productivity. This is

supported by the fact that average productivity in the second trial is higher (with a

loss of only 10%) if the results from the first ten minutes are not counted.10 Second,

the latency time for reading and reacting to a menu of completion suggestions was

approximately the time it took to type 2-3 characters, indicating that suggestions of

three or fewer characters are likely to simply slow the translator down. Despite this,

many such completions were proposed and accepted—so simply eliminating these

suggestions might improve productivity. Related changes to the interface might help

as well, for instance using shorter menus, or displaying proposals only on demand.

u

10 This average includes a final phase of the experiment which involved a non-Hansard text and

some handcrafted units added to the lexicon. If this phase is excluded, the productivity drop is

only 3%. Unfortunately, however, this is still not high enough to exclude the possibility that the

translators were simply learning to ignore the completions altogether!
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Chapter 3

AN EFFICIENT TRANSLATION MODEL

0

This chapter deals with the problem of creating a model for p(w]h,s) that is
efficient enough to support real-time text prediction, yet reasonably powerful. An

initial challenge in doing so is finding a way to combine the two sources of condition-

ing information in this distribution. Two methods are compared: a straightforward

linear combination, and a novel maximum entropy/minimum divergence (MEMD)
combination. The ]V[EMD combination is found to improve test corpus perplexity by

50%.

Another way of speeding up a translation model is to reduce the number of word-

pair features it contains. Three methods for doing this are compared, and a simple

technique based on. the information gain according to the classical IBM model 1 is

found to give very good results.

3.1 Introduction

As described in chapter 1, the distribution I have concentrated on modeling for text

prediction is p(w|h, s), the probability that a word w will follow the previous words h
in the translation of a source sentence s. This supports TransType-style word co m-

pletion trivially, as a search through the target vocabulary to find the most probable

next word. To be able to perform very efficient real-time searches for multi-word pre-

dictions, as described in chapter 5,1 require that the model have the Markov property.

This means that the probability of w must depend only on some finite-length sufiix
of h; in practical terms, this suffix should be at most a few words long.

An immediately apparent difficulty in modeling p{w\h, s) is that it is conditioned
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on two very disparate sources of information. A good model should combine predic-

tions from the source text and the preceding target text in a complementary way,

but it is not obvious how this can be achieved. One simple strategy is to use a linear

combination of language and translation components, of the form:

p(w|h, s) = Ap(w|h) + (l - À)p(w|s), (3.1)

where A £ [0, l] is a combining weight. However, this is a weak model because it

averages over the relative strengths of its components; when p{w\b.) is likely to be a

more accurate prediction than p(w\s), it is obvious that the model should rely more

heavily on p(w h), and vice versa, rather than using a fixed weight. In theory this

could be partially remedied by making A depend on h and s, but in practice significant

improvements with this technique have proven elusive [75].

An alternate approach would be to use Bayes law to reformulate as follows:

p(s|h,w)j3(w|h)
p(w|h,s) =

p(s|h)
(3.2)

This separates out the language component p(w|h) from the translation component

^>(s|h, w)/p(s|h), and combines the two in an optimum way. However, it is not obvious

how to model the translation component, particularly in such a way as to preserve

the desired Markov property for the overall model. For instance, one idea would be

to apply the simple IBM1 translation model described below, with (h, w) in the role

of the source text. But then the probabilities of s would become products of sums

over all words in h, clearly violating the Markov assumption. The approach captured

by (3.2) is analogous to the standard noisy-channel approach in SMT:

p(t|s) = p(t)p(s|t)/^p(t)p(s|t)
t

a p{t)p{s\t).

where proportionality holds when searching for the optimum target text t for a given

source text s. This problem is known to be NP-complete [71]—even when p(t) is
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modeled by a uniform distribution that makes no distinction between different target

sequences of the same length, and when p(s|t) is modeled using IBM1. The difficulty

of finding good suboptimal search techniques is attested to by the large volume of

recent research on the topic, eg [53,54,98,101, 108,120].

A statistical modeling technique that has recently become popular for NLP ap-

plications is maximum entropy/minimum divergence (IVtEJVID) modeling [15 . Like

linear combination, MEMD makes it easy to incorporate information from different

sources, so it is a natural choice for modeling p(w|h,s). Unlike linear combination,

MEMD is a principled approach that does not rely on independence .assumptions.

For instance, the independence assumptions in the linear model described above are

made explicit in the following derivation in terms of a Boolean selector variable L

that determines whether language or translation information will be used to predict

w:

p(w[h,s) = p(w,L|h,s)+p(w,L|h,s)

= p(L|h, s)p(w|L, h, s) +p(L|h, s)p(w|L, h, s)

ft; Àp(w|h) + (l - A)p(w|s).

Here the assumptions are that L is independent of both h and s, and that w is

independent of h (resp s), given L (resp L).

In this chapter, I describe a highly efficient MEMD model for p(w|h,s), and

compare its performance to that of an equivalent linear model, demonstrating that the

MEMD model gives greatly superior results in terms of accuracy. To my knowledge,

this is the first application of MEIvID to building a large-scale translation model, and

one of the few direct comparisons between a MEMD model and an almost exactly

equivalent linear model. I also compare several different techniques for MEMD

feature selection, including a new algorithm due to Printz [103].

1 Rosenfeld [106] reports a greater perplexity reduction (23% versus 10%) over a baseline trigram
language model due to long-distance word-pair predictions in a maximum entropy (ME) framework
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3.2 Models

In this section I describe the two models to be compared.

3. S. 1 Linear Model

The linear model I used as a baseline is a combination as in (3.1) of an interpolated

trigram model [64] for p(w|h) and the IBM model 1 (IBM1) [23] for p(w\s).

The interpolated trigram is of the form:

p(w|h) = (ps(.w",w'')p3(w\w",w') + (l)^{w",w')p'i{w\w'') +

= 0i(w",w/)pi(w)+<^o(^,w')po(^),

where pi{) is the empirical (relative frequency) distribution over î-grams for î > 0;

po{w) is a uniform distribution over all words in the vocabulary; and c!», is the weight
associated with the ith distribution when w",w' are the last two words in h, under

the constraint Y^^y ài(w", w') = 1. Following standard practice, I let the weights
depend on the frequency of the conditioning bigram, ie <f){w",w') = ^>(freq(w",w/)),
so there is one set of weights for each distinct bigram frequency in the training corpus.

Values for the weights were estimated using the EM algorithm from a portion of the

training corpus distinct from that used to define the empirical i-gram distributions.

See appendix C for more details on this process.

IBM1, as originally formulated (see appendix B), models the distribution p(t|s).
However, since target text tokens are modeled as conditionally independent given s,

it can also be used for p(w|s). The underlying generative process is as follows: 1)

compared with the same predictions incorporated using linear interpolation. However, since the

two models tested apparently differed in other aspects, it is hard to determine how much of this

gain can be attributed to the use of ME.

2 There are better ways of of constructing smoothed ngram models [29], but the interpolated
trigram gives good results and is easy to implement.
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pick a token s at random in s, independent of the positions of w and s; 2) choose

w according to a word-for-word translation probability p(w\s~). Summing over all

choices for s gives the complete model:

J

p{w\s)=^p{w\Sj)/(J+l}
3=Q

where J is the length of s, Sj is the jth token in s for j > 0, and SQ is a special null

token prepended to each source sentence to account for target words with no obvious

translation in s. The translation parameters p(w s) can be estimated from a bilingual

corpus of aligned sentence pairs using the EM algorithm, as described in [23].3

3.2.2 MEMD Model

A MEMD model for p{w\h, s) has the general form:

p(w\h, s) = ç(w|h, s) exp(a • f(w, h, s))/Z(h, s),

where q{w\h, s) is a reference distribution, f(w, h, s) maps (w, h, s) into an n-dimensional

feature vector, a is a vector of feature weights (the parameters of the model), and

Z(h, s) = ^^ ç(w[h, s) exp(a • f(w, h)) is a normalizing factor.

It can be shown [15] that the use of this model with maximum likelihood param-

eter estimation is justified on information-theoretic grounds when q represents some

prior knowledge about the true distribution and when the expected values of f in the

training corpus are identical to their true expected values.4 The model is the dis-

tribution with minimum Kullback-Leibler divergence from the reference distribution

(or the one with maximum entropy if the reference distribution is uniform) among all

3 Note that IBM1 can be seen as a Oth order Hidden Markov Model in which states correspond to

tokens in the current source sentence.

4 Another interpretation, which has been less well publicized in the NLP literature, is that of a

single-Iayer neural net with certain weight constraints and a "softmax" output function [16]. See

appendix C for details.
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those which give the required expected values for f. It can therefore be seen as the

distribution that makes minimal assumptions beyond what is known about the true

distribution. There is no requirement that the components of f represent disjoint or

statistically independent events.

Although this result provides motivation for the use of MEMD models, it offers

only weak guidance on how to select ç or f. In practice, q is usually chosen on

the basis of efficiency considerations (when the information it captures would be

computationally expensive to represent as components off), and f is established using

heuristics such as described in the next section. Once q and f have been chosen, the

IIS algorithm [43] can be used to find maximum likelihood parameter values.

In the current context, since the aim was to compare equivalent linear and MEMD

models, I used an interpolated trigram as the reference distribution and binary indi-

cator functions over bilingual word pairs as features (ie, components of f ). A pair of

source,target words (s, t) has a corresponding feature function:

fst{w,h,s) =
l, s € s and ï = w

0, else

Using the notational convention that a^f is 0 whenever the corresponding feature /,(

does not exist in the model, the final MEMD model can be written compactly as:

p(w\h, s) == ç(w|h) exp(^ a^)/Z(h, s),
ses

where c(iu[h) is the interpolated trigram.

Comparing this to the model described in the previous section,

J

p{w\h, s) = Ag(w|h) + (l - A) ^p(w|s,)/(J + l),
3=0

we can see that the two models are structurally quite similar, with the MEMD feature

weights asw playing the role of the translation probabilities p(w\s) in IBM1. The main

difference between the two is that the contributions from the language and translation
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components are added in the linear model and multiplied in the MEMD model. This

is highly significant, as will be seen below. One minor difference is that, for the sake

of efiiciency, the MEMD model sums over contributions from source sentence words,

whereas IBM1 sums over tokens plus the null word. The MEMD model contains m+n

free parameters, where m designates the number of free parameters in the trigram

and n the number of word-pair features. A linear model defined over the same set of

word pairs will contain m+n+1 — \Vs\+ \Vf\ — 1 free parameters, where Vs and Vf

are the source and target vocabularies, so if the vocabulary sizes are equal the two

models will contain precisely the same number of free parameters.

An important practical difference between the two models is the requirement to

calculate the MEMD normalizing factor Z(h, s) for each context in which this model

is used. This makes the MEMD model much more computationally expensive to

train than the linear model, so that it is not feasible to have it incorporate all avail-

able word-pair features—ie all bilingual pairs of words which cooccur in some aligned

sentence pair in the training corpus. Moreover, since the empirical expectations offea-

tures are supposed to reflect their true values, having a feature for every cooccurring

pair in the corpus would be theoretically inadvisable even if it were computationally

feasible. Some method of selecting a subset of reliable features is therefore required,

as described in the next section.

u

3.3 Feature Selection

An easy way to select features would be to take high-frequency word pairs, since the

empirical counts of these are likely to be close to their true values. The problem with

this is that the vast majority of such pairs will be completely uninformative ones like

(the,de) for English/French. These will not hurt the model's accuracy, because they

5 One free combining weight, one normalization constraint per source word, and \Vf\ -1 free

parameters from p{w\so)
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will be assigned weights close to 0, but they will waste valuable training time that

could be spent on other, more informative, pairs. The goal of a good feature selection

algorithm should therefore be to not only find reliable word pairs, but also significant

ones: those that capture some valid translation relation. I experimented with three

methods for selecting bilingual word pairs for inclusion in the models, as described

in the following sections. All methods assign scores to individual pairs, so feature

subsets of any desired size can be extracted by taking just the highest-ranked pairs.

3.3.1 Mutual Information

The simplest scoring method was mutual information (MI), defined for each word

pair (s,t) as:

^-I, ^^
where p(s, t} is the probability that a randomly chosen pair of cooccurring source

and target tokens in the corpus is {s,t); p(s,t) is the probability that, in such a pair,

the source token is s and the target token is not t; etc; and p(x) and p{y) are the

left and right marginalsofp(rt;, y). Mutual information measures the degree to which

occurrences of s and t are non-independent, so it is a reasonable choice for scoring

pairs.

8.3.2 MEMD Gains

The second scoring method was an approximation of the MEMD gain for feature f st,

defined as the log-likelihood difTerence between a MEMD model which includes this

feature and one which does not:

_ 1 i,,^m5)
G-=mlosW^

where the training corpus (5, T) consists of a set of (statistically independent) sen-

fence pairs (s, t), and pst is the model which includes fst- Since MEMD models are
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trained by finding the set of feature weights which maximizes the likelihood of the

training corpus, it is natural to rate features according to how much they contribute

to this likelihood. A powerful strategy for using gains is to build a model iteratively

by adding at each step the feature which gives the highest gain with respect to those

already added. Berger et al [15] describe an efficient algorithm for accomplishing this

in which approximations to pst{T\S} are computed in parallel for all (new) features

f st by holding all weights in the existing model fixed and optimizing only over each

ast. However, this method requires many expensive passes over the corpus to opti-

mize the weights for the set of features under consideration at each step, and it adds

only one feature per step, so it is not practical for evaluating feature sets containing

thousands of features or more.

In a recent paper [103], Printz argues that it is usually sufficient to perform the

iteration described in the previous paragraph only once, in other words that features

can be ranked simply according to their gain with respect to some initial model. He

also gives an algorithm for computing approximate gains which requires only a single

pass over the training corpus. The method involves maximizing ^st(o'); the difference

in log likelihood between a model in which a^ = a, and the initial model. Under

the approximation described in the previous paragraph, maXa,^f(Q;) w G st- The

technique used to maximize ^((a) is to compute the value of its derivative 5^(°')

at a predetermined set of sample points {o;i,.. . ,Q;7v} in one pass over the corpus,

then construct a numerical approximation h't(ct) from these values. The root of

h'^{a) approximates the optimum value of a, and a definite integral which depends

on the root can be evaluated numerically to give an approximation to maxa5st(o')

and therefore to G st- Appendix C gives more details on this procedure. I adopted

Printz' algorithm to compute gain scores for word pairs, using the reference trigram

as the initial model.

u
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3.3.3 IBM1 Gains

The final scoring method ranks word pairs according to the gain of the corresponding

translation parameter p(t\s) within IBM1. Instead of taking gains with respect to

an initial model as in the previous section, I computed them with respect to a "full"

model which was trained using all available word pairs:

.=J-w^^L
r st = 7^=T 10g

0

\T\^p^T\sy

where pst denotes the full IBM1 model p with the parameter p(t\s) set to zero and

the resulting distribution p(w\s) renormalized. The advantage of this method is that

it gives a measure of each parameter's worth in the presence of other parameters.

However, as is the previous section, it is an approximation because determining the

true gain would require retraining pst and not merely renormalizing.

A problem with IBM1 gains is that they are not very robust. This can be seen

from the definition:

G"=^^10E^)'
If the corpus contains a sentence pair (s, t) which consists only of a single word pair

(s, t), then Gfst will contain the term p^ log ^p^ , so ifp(t\SQ') is close to zero (as

is frequently the case), G st will be close to infinity, even though (s,ï) may occur only

once in the training corpus.6 To remedy this, I computed gains with respect to a linear

combination ofIBM:! and a smoothing model u, of the form Ap(w|s)+(l-A)u(w|h, s).

In the experiments reported below, I used a uniform distribution for u, with A = .99.7

6 Recall that so is the null word prepended to all source sentences to account for target words

which have no obvious translation in s. In general, maximum likelihood values for p(t\so) will

tend to be low for those target words t that are infrequent and have "dedicated" translations s,

because the corpus likelihood can be increased by assigning more probability mass to other words

in the distribution p(w\so).

7 Another interesting choice for u would be the interpolated trigram, which would make the method

described here more similar to the MEMD gain ranking described in the previous section.
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for all word pairs (s, t) : Ggt •<— 0

for each sentence pair (s,t) G (<5, T") :

for each token t in t:

K^-E^P{t\^+(±z>^lu{t\h,s)
for each word s in s:

G st ^- G st + log K-îre^s)p{t\s)
for all t' ^ t:

G st' ^- G sv + log -

for all (s,^): G,t^-G,t/\T\

K

K+îreq^s)pw_s)J^W
*

l-p(t'ls)

Figure 3.1. Algorithm for IBM1 gains, freqg(s) gives the number of times s
occurs in S.

(J

Smoothed IBM1 gains can be computed in parallel in a single pass over the training

corpus using the algorithm in figure 3.1. The line marked with an asterisk takes into

account the increase mp(t\s) due to renormalizing the distribution p(w s) after setting

p{t'\s] to zero, for each word t' ^ t m the vocabulary.8 Since this must be performed
for every bilingual token pair in the corpus, it is extremely expensive. To make the

algorithm tractable, I performed this step only for those t' such that p(t'\s') > .01.

This causes the gains for pairs (s, t) such that p(t\s) < .01 to be slightly overestimated,

but since the gains of such parameters are low in any case this does not seem likely

to radically change the ranking of the top-ranked features in the parameter set.

8 That is, setting p(t'\s) to 0 and renormalizing causes p.(f|s) to rise slightly, so Gsf has a non-0
contribution from terms of the form log p(^), whenever s € s. Using the notation of figure 3.1,
this contribution is log ^. K — «i,, , where p{t\s) in p(t\s) is replaced by the renor-

l-p(t'l')'

malized term i_p^s^ in p^(t\s). Rearraiiging gives the expression shown on the starred line.
Note that this quantity is negative, so the effect is to lower G st' •
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train

held-out

test

922

30

30

1,639,250

54,758

53,676

29,547,936

978,394

984,809

31,826,112

1,082,350

1,103,320
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Table 3.1. Corpus segmentation. The held-out segment was used to train
interpolation coefficients for the trigram and the combining weights for the

overall linear model; the train segment was used for all other training tasks.

0

3.4 Experiments

All experiments were run on the Canadian Hansard corpus (transcripts of parliamen-

tary proceedings) for the years 86-94, with English as the source language and French

as the target language. After tokenization, mapping to lowercase, and segmentation

into sentences, the corpus was aligned using the method described in [107], then,

to improve its quality, filtered to retain only 1-1 sentence alignments containing 40

or fewer words per side. It was divided into disjoint training, held-out, and test

segments, as shown in table 3.1.

To evaluate performance, I used perplexity: p(T|<S)-l/lrl, where p is the model

being evaluated, and (S, T) is the test corpus. Perplexity is a useful measure because

it takes on convenient values (on the order of 100), is independent of corpus size,

and has an intuitive interpretation as the size of a uniform distribution, (assumed to

contain the correct word) which would give the same classification performance as the

model being evaluated.9 It has also been used to evaluate full-fledged SMT systems

2]. One thing to note about this measure is that its value is infinite whenever a

model assigns zero probability to a word in the corpus.

9 Thus it can be interpreted as the average size of a TransType-style menu of alternate proposals

that would be required to ensure that the window contained the correct proposal.
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To ensure a fair comparison, all models use the same source and target vocabular-

ies consisting only of words which appeared in the training corpus, plus one special

unknown word UNK. During training, any word with frequency 1 in the corpus was

mapped to UNK. During testing, any word not found in the vocabulary was mapped

to UNK, and the probability assigned to each UNK target token was divided by the

total number of out-of-vocabulary words in the text. Not including UNK, the En-

glish source vocabulary contained 51,604 words, and and the French target vocabulary

contained 65,961 words.10

The first set of tests served to determine the optimum MEMD feature-selection

method. I ranked all 35 million bilingual word pairs cooccurring within aligned

sentence pairs in the training corpus using the MI and IBM1 gains methods. Because

the MEMD gains method was much more expensive, I used it to rank only a short

list of approximately 800,000 pairs derived by merging the top 500,000 candidates

from each of the other methods. As shown in table 3.2, the three methods give

substantially different rankings, even among the top 10 pairs. For each method, I

trained MEMD models on a sequence of successively larger feature sets consisting

of the top-ranked word pairs for that method. The results are shown in figure 3.2.

Due to time constraints, I trained models with more than 10,000 features only for

the IBM1 feature sets, which outperformed the other methods by a small margin. It

is noteworthy that test perplexity is still dropping at 30,000 features, indicating that

it would be worthwhile to train even larger models (as corroborated in table 3.3). 11

In the next set of tests, I compared the performance of the MEMD models to

the linear models. Since the number of features in the IVIEMD models I used was

u

10 Note that the 500k word forms used in the TransType prototype include those from a French

dictionary. This was not used for the work described in this thesis.

11 Since the source vocabulary contains about 65,000 words, one would expect at least this many

word-pair parameters in a model. However, an inspection of the list of pairs ranked lower than

50,000 by the IBM1 gains method shows significant amounts of noise.
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Figure 3.2. MEMD performance versus number of features for various feature-
selection methods.
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MEMD gains IBM1 gains

mr. m.

we nous

i Je

? ?

mr. :

minister ministre

) )
( )

government gouvernement

mr. m.

i Je

we nous

? ?

government gouvernement

and et

m.

member député

minister ministre

but mais

and et

government gouvernement

we nous

î ?

minister ministre

1 Je

? ?

canada canada

Table 3.2. Top 10 word pairs for each feature-selection method.
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Figure 3.3. Performance of the linear model versus number of IBM1 parameters.
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much smaller than the number of parameters in the full IBM1, I wanted to be sure

that any performance difference was not due to IBM1 overfitting the training corpus.

To eliminate this possibility, I optimized the number of IBM1 parameters by training

linear models with various sizes of translation parameter sets obtained from the IBM1

gain ranking.12 As shown in figure 3.3, the larger linear models do exhibit a very

slight overtraining effect, with the optimum parameter set size around IM, compared

to 35M parameters in the full model.

The final results from various selected linear and MEMD models are presented in

table 3.3. The MEMD models give a striking improvement over the linear models,

12 In cases where the parameter set included no translations for some "known" source word s, I

removed any tokens of s from the source sentence before calculating p(w\s) using IBM1, so as not

to penalize the smaller models by dividing by an overly large normalization constant J +1.
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model translation

parameters

perplexity improvement over

baseline

tngram

trigram + full IBM l

trigram + optimum IBM l

MEMD with IBM 1 gains

MEMD with IBM 1 gains

MEMD with IBM1 gains

34,969,331

1,000,000

1,000

30,000

50,000

61.0

43.6

43.2

41.1

23.2

21.8

0%

0.9%

5.7%

46.9%

50.0%

Table 3.3. Comparison of model performances

0

with a 1000-feature MEMD model performing better than the best linear model

(despite containing 1000 times fewer word-pair parameters), and the best MEMD

model yielding a perplexity reduction of 50% over the baseline linear model.

3.5 Discussion

The main result of this chapter is that the MEMD framework is a much more effective

way to combine information from different sources than linear interpolation, at least

for the problem studied here. It is fairly easy to see why this should be the case:

MEMD essentially multiplies predictive scores arising from different sources rather

than averaging them. This gives information sources which assign either very high

or very low scores in some context much more influence over the final result. When

such scores are based upon reliable evidence, this will lead to better models.

Another advantage enjoyed by the MEIVtD model in the current context was that

its feature weights were trained in the presence of the reference trigram (ie, the same

setting in which the weights are destined to be used), whereas the IBM1 parameters

were trained in isolation. It would be an interesting experiment to modify the EM

algorithm for IBM1 to address this imbalance, but given the fundamental weakness
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of linear interpolation it is very doubtful whether this would significantly narrow the

large performance gap between the MEMD and linear models. A symmetrical and

perhaps more sensible experiment would be to compare the MEMD model with a log-

linear combination of a trigram and IBM1, of the form p(w|h)Qp(w|s). This would

give a better idea of the effect of training word-pair parameters in the presence of

the trigram, although it would still differ from the MEMD model in the way evidence

from different source words was represented and combined. Yet another interesting

experiment would be to compare the perplexity given by the Bayes formulation in

equation (3.2).

One somewhat surprising result of these experiments was that the IBM 1 gains

feature selection method resulted in better models than the MEMD gains method.

Even more surprising was that models with IBM1 feature sets had lower training

corpus perplexity than those with MEIVID feature sets, despite the fact that the

MEMD method is supposed to rank features according to how much they will lower

training corpus perplexity. A possible explanation for this is that the gain over the

reference trigram is not a good predictor of the gain in the presence of many other

features; this is borne out by the fact that, for very small feature sets (on the order

of 100 words and less), the MEMD method did outperform the IBM 1 method, in

both test and training perplexity. This suggests that a staged approach to MEMD

selection might be useful, where in each stage the top-ranking features would be added

to the model, which would then be retrained prior to calculating a new ranking with

Printz' algorithm. Another explanation for the poor performance of the MEMD

selection strategy is simply the presence of noise from Printz' algorithm, which has

many parameters that require tuning. More testing is needed to determine if this

m.ethod could be improved by finding better parameter values for Printz' algorithm,

but in any case IBM l gains appear to offer a viable and much less computationally

expensive alternative.
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8.5.1 Comparison with SMT

The MEMD model with a reference trigram has an interesting similarity to the noisy

channel model of SMT in that both models combine their language and transla-

tion components by multiplication: q{w\h) exp(a • f(w, h, s)) in the former case, and

p(t)p(s|t) in the latter. Furthermore, since many SMT systems use ngram language

models, and perform left-to-right searches to find the optimum target text, the quan-

titles evaluated during noisy-channel decoding are often of the form q{w\h)v(w, h, s),

where c(w|h) is an ngram and v{w, h, s) is some function derived from p(s|t) for scor-

ing the partial translation hypothesis (h,w). The similarity between this expression

and the one for the MEMD model above suggests that the use of a MEMD model for

p{w\h,s) to perform SMT within the framework proposed here may not entail any

loss of accuracy compared to the noisy channel method.

One possible objection to this is easily disposed of. MEMD models tend to be

expensive because the normalization constant Z(h, s) must be calculated for each new

context (h, s) as it is encountered, and this requires summing over the whole target

vocabulary. However, any search procedure must in principle examine all words in the

vocabulary in any case, so calculating Z(h, s) implies very little extra cost. MEMD

models are very expensive to train, but I have demonstrated that it is feasible to

train viable models containing large sets of word pairs, and these constitute the bulk

of any statistical translation model.

Another objection to this idea is that it would be too difficult to formulate a

realistic translation model for p(w\h,s) (as opposed to p(s|t)), especially within the

MEMD framework. This may indeed be the case; the model I have described in

this chapter is certainly too weak to constitute counter evidence. It is obvious that

the IBM models 2-5, described in appendix B, capture more sophisticated translation

phenomena than just the word-for-word relations in this model. However, even IBM1,

when used within the noisy-channel framework, is likely to outperform its MEMD
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counterpart. To see why, suppose for simplicity that the language model is a uniform

distribution, and observe that the expression to be optimized in t when using a

"reversed" IBM1 is:

p(sit)=n^,it)=n^;p(5,i^.

This effectively ensures that, to be considered viable, a candidate t must contain

a reasonable translation for each source word s^-, since otherwise the factor p(sj|t)

would make the probability associated with t very low. Finding a concise t that meets

this requirement is the essence of the NP-completeness proof by reduction from the

minimum set cover problem in [71].13 In contrast, the analogous expression for the

MEMD model would be:

p(t|s) = HP^IS) =.nexp(^^.)/Z(s),
1=1 t=l sGs

which is optimized by picking the single word t = argmax^ ^_,,cs dst that is most

strongly predicted by s, and placing this at every position in t. To make the MEMD

model competitive with the noisy channel approach, therefore, a first step would be

to add explicit parameters to enforce the coverage constraints that the noisy channel

enforces implicitly. These would reduce the probability of target words w whose

translations s G s already had valid translations in h. Unfortunately, this would have

the consequence of introducing a complete dependence on h, and therefore drastically

increasing search complexity.

13 The other, orthogonal, proof given in this paper is by reduction from the Hamilton circuit

problem, and has to do with the difficulty of finding the best permutation of a given set of target

words according to a bigram language model. These two proofs cover the two main problems of

translation by word replacement: word selection and word ordering.

u
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3.6 Conclusion

The main conclusion from this chapter is that a simple MEMD-based translation

model for p(w[h,s) can outperform an equivalent linear combination of a trigram

language model and the IBM model 1 by 50% in test corpus perplexity, and do

so with far fewer parameters. The small size of this model, together with the fact

that it has the Markov property, makes it a good candidate for the text-prediction

application.

Another conclusion is that a simple method for selecting bilingual word-pair fea-

tures according to their gain within IBIvI model 1 offers better performance and

significantly lower computational cost than a more general MEMD feature-selection

algorithm due to Printz.

u
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Chapter 4

AN IMPROVED MEMD TRANSLATION MODEL

This chapter describes an improved version of the MEMD model described in

the previous chapter. The new model introduces a weak dependence on the target

text context into the translation model, in the form of knowledge of the position of

the current word w. This makes it significantly more powerful, while preserving its

efficient search properties. Two methods are compared for incorporating information

about the relative positions of bilingual word pairs into the MEMD translation model.

The better of the two achieves almost 50% lower test corpus perplexity than an

equivalent combination of a trigram language model and the classical IBM translation

model 2.

u

4.1 Introduction

In the previous chapter, I described an efficient maximum entropy/minimum diver-

gence (MEMD) model for p(w|h,s) which incorporates a trigram language model

and a translation component which is an analog of the IBM translation model 1 [23].

This model significantly outperforms an equivalent linear combination of a trigram

and model 1 in test-corpus perplexity, despite using several orders of magnitude fewer

translation parameters. However, it has one very obvious weakness: the probabilities

from its translation component are essentially of the form p(w\s), and are therefore

completely independent of h. From the standpoint of efficiency this is a good thing,

because it guarantees that the overall model will have the desired Markov property,

and can therefore support very fast searches. From the standpoint of predictive per-

formance, it is not, because it means that the contributions from the translation
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two hundred and fifty paintings will be selected for the exhibition , which

will be held from September 23 to 27 .

cinquante cents cinquante cents cinquante cents cinquante cents cinquante

cents cinquante cents cinquante .. .

Figure 4.1. Example of an English to French translation generated by the MEMD
model of chapter 3.

0

component will remain constant throughout the translation process, with only the

trigram language model to preclude repetition of the same word. The weakness of this

safeguard can be seen in figure 4.1, which gives an example of an actual translation

produced by this model.

A very simple way of giving the translation component some notion of context is

to tell it the position i of the current target word, ie use p{w\i, s) instead ofp(ws). As

shown in chapter 5, this can be done without destroying its efficient search properties.

One way of using this kind of positional information is to incorporate parameters

that increase or decrease the strength of the connections between w and its potential

translations s 6 s on the basis of how far away these words are from each other.

Intuitively, the strengths of pairs s, w that occur in similar positions within their

respective sentences should be increased, while those that are very distant from each

other should be decreased. This is the information that I build into the MEMD model

in this chapter. It is also the idea that underlies the IBM model 2 (IBM2), the next

1 What is happening in this case is that the two most probable words w according to p(w|s) happen
to form a high-probability loop in the trigram's Markov chain (or more precisely, their two possible

bigrams do), so they toggle back and forth. This seems (and is) very bad, but it must be kept in

mind that the aim is not to use the model to produce entire translations like this, just to predict

the next several words from a valid prefix h.
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in the classical series after ÏBM1. This means that, as in the last chapter, the MEMD

model has a direct linear analog to which it can be compared.

4.2 Models

This section describes the models to be compared.

4. e. 1 Linear Model

As a baseline for comparison I used a linear combination as in (3.1) of a standard

interpolated trigram language model and the IBM translation model 2 (IBM2), with

the combining weight A optimized using the EM algorithm. IBM2 is derived as

follows:2

J

p{w\i,s) = ^p{w,j\-i,s)
3=0
J

ft; ^p(w\Sj)p{j\i,J)
3=0

where as before J is the length of s. The hidden variable j gives the position in s of the

(single) source token sj assumed to give rise to w, or 0 if there is none. The model

consists of a set of word-pair parameters p(t\s) and a set of position parameters

p{j\i,J); in model l (IBM1) the latter are fixed at 1/(J + l), as each position,

including the empty position 0, is considered equally likely to contain a translation

for w. Maximum likelihood estimates for these parameters can be obtained with the

EM algorithm over a bilingual training corpus, as described in [23].

2 Model 2 was originally formulated for p(t|s), but since target words are predicted independently

it can also be used for p(w\h, s). The only necessary modification in this case is that the position

parameters can no longer be conditioned on J = t, as they are in the original formulation.

0
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^.2.2 MEMD Model 1

The starting point for the new models described below is the MEMD model developed

in the last chapter (MEMD1), which I reproduce here for convenience. Recall that a

MEMD model for p(w h, s) has the general form:

p(w|h,s)=c(wlh's)e^-f(w'h's)),
where ç(w|h, s) is a reference distribution, f(io, h, s) maps [w, h, s) into an n-dimensional

feature vector, a is a corresponding vector of feature weights (the parameters of the

model), and ZÇh, s) = ^ q{w\h, s) exp(a • f(w, h)) is a normalizing factor..

MEMD1 uses a trigram language model for the reference distribution g, and

Boolean features corresponding to bilingual word pairs:

/,t(w, s) =
l, s ç s and < = w

0, else

where (s, t) is a (source,target) word pair. Using the notational convention that Qst

is 0 whenever the corresponding feature f st does not exist in the model, MEMD1. can

be written compactly as:

p(w|h, s) = ç(w[h) exp(^ Q;^)/Z(h, s).
SÇS

4.2.3 MEMDModelê

IBM2 incorporates position information by introducing a hidden position variable

and making independence hypotheses. This approach is not applicable to MEMD

models,3 whose features must capture events which are directly observable in the

training corpus. It would be possible to use pure position features of the form /yy,

which capture the presence of any word pair at position (t,j, J) and are superficially

similar to IBM2's position parameters, but these would add almost no information to

3At least in their original formulation. See the remarks at the end of this chapter.
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MEMD1. On the other hand, features like fstijj, indicating the presence of a specific

pair (s,t) at position {i,j, J), would cause severe data sparseness problems.

Encoding Positions as Feature Values

A simple solution to this dilemma is to let the value of a word-pair feature reflect the

current position of the pair rather just its presence or absence. A reasonable choice

for this is the value of the corresponding IBM2 position parameter p{j\i, I):

p{js\i,J), sesaïidt=w
fst{w,i,s) =

0, else

where js is the position of s in s, or the most likely position according to IBM2 if it

occurs more than once: js = a'rgmax'^ p(j'|t,J). Using the same convention as in

the previous section, the resulting model (MEMD2R) can be written:

(w\h. s) = ç^'h^ exp^ses aswPW^ J)).

MEMD2R is simple and compact but poses a technical difficulty due to its use

of real-valued features, in that the IIS training algorithm requires integer or Boolean

features for efficient implementation. Since likelihood is a concave function of a,

any hillclimbing method such as gradient ascent4 is guaranteed to find maximum

likelihood parameter values, but convergence is slower than IIS and requires tuning

a gradient step parameter. Unfortunately, apart from this problem, MEMD2R also

turns out to perform slightly worse than MEMD1, as described below.

Using Class-based Position Features

Since the basic problem with incorporating position information is one of insuffi-

cient data, a natural solution is to try to group word pair and position combina-

41 found that the "stochastic" variant of this algorithm, in which model parameters are updated

after each training example, gave the best performance. Appendix C gives further details on

training using gradient ascent.
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tions with similar behaviour into classes such that the frequency of each class in the

training corpus is high enough for reliable estimation. To do this, I made two pre-

liminary assumptions: 1) word pairs (s, t) with similar MEMD1 weights Q;,( should

be grouped together; and 2) position configurations with similar IBM2 probabilities

should be grouped together. This converts the problem from one of finding classes

in the five-dimensional space (s, t, i,j, J) to one of identifying rectangular areas on a

2-dimensional grid where one axis contains position configurations {i,j,J), ordered

by p{j\i, J)', and the other contains word pairs (s,t), ordered by ast- To simplify

further, I partitioned both axes so as to approximately balance the total corpus fre-

quency of all word pairs or position configurations within each partition. Thus the

only parameters required to completely specify a classification are the number of

position partitions and the number of word-pair partitions. Each combination of a

position partition and a word pair partition corresponds to a class, and all classes

can be expected to have roughly the same empirical counts. The model (MEMD2B)

based on this scheme has one feature for each class; if A designates the set of triples

{i,j, J) in a position partition and B designates the set of pairs (s,t) in a word-pair

partition, then for all A, B there is a feature:

J

/A,B(w,î,s)=^5[(z,j,Jr)eA A (Sj,w)eB A J=J,,],
J=l

where 8[X] is 1 when X is true and 0 otherwise. For robustness, I used these position

features along with pure MEMDl-style word-pair features /,(. The weights Q;A,B on

the position features can thus be interpreted as correction terms for the pure word-

pair weights ast which reflect the proximity of the words in the pair. The model

5 Sufficient conditions for having exactly the same counts are that the frequency distribution across

word pair classes be identical for all position classes; or conversely that the frequency distribution

across position classes be identical for all word pair classes. Neither holds precisely, but with as

long as the partitions on each axis are not too fine we can expect both to hold approximately.
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IS:

_ ç(w|h) exp(^^, Q-,^ + QiA(,J.,7),5(.,t))
<w|û, s; = -"Z(h,s) ———,

where A{i,js, J} gives the partition for the current position, B(s, t) gives the partition

for the current word pair, and following the usual convention, o/A(i,j,,j),B(s,t) is zero if

these are undefined.

To find the optimal number of position partitions m and word-pair partitions

n, I performed a greedy search, beginning at a small initial puint (m,n) and at

each iteration training two MEMD2B models characterized by (km, n) and (m, fen),

where fe > l isa scaling factor (note that both these models contain kmn position

features). The model which gives the best performance on a validation corpus is

used as the starting point for the next iteration. Since training MEMD models is

very expensive, to speed up the search I relaxed the convergence criterion from a

training corpus perplexity drop of < .1% (requiring 20-30 IIS iterations) to < .6%

(requiring approximately 10 IIS iterations). I stopped the search when the best

model's performance on the validation corpus did not decrease significantly from

that of the model at the previous step, indicating that overtraining was beginning to

occur.

u

4.3 Results

I tested the models on the Canadian Hansard corpus, with English as the source

language and French as the target language, as before. The setup was identical to

the one described in the previous chapter, with the exception of an additional held-

out segment (held-out 2) used to optimize the parameters for IV[EMD2B, as shown

in table 4.1. As before, perplexity was used as the test measure, and to ensure a fair

comparison, all models used the same target vocabulary.

Figures 4.2 and 4.3 show, respectively, the path taken by the MEMD2B partition

search, and the validation corpus perplexities of each model tested during the search.
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segment file pairs sentence pairs English tokens French tokens

train

held-out l

held-out 2

test

922

30

30

30

1,639,250

54,758

59,435

53,676

29,547,936

978,394

1,111,454

984,809

31,826,112

1,082,350

1,241,581

1,103,320

Table 4.1. Corpus segmentation. The train segment was the main training
corpus; the held-out 1 segment was used for combining weights for the trigram
and the overall linear model; and the held-out 2 segment was used for the
MEMD2B partition search.

u

As shown in figure 4.2, the search consisted of 6 iterations. Since on all previous

iterations no increase in position partitions beyond the initial value of 10 was selected,

on the 5th iteration I tried decreasing the number of position partitions to 5. This

model was not selected either, so on the final step only the number of word-pair

partitions was augmented, yielding an optimal combination of 10 position partitions

and 4000 word-pair partitions.

Table 4.2 gives the final results for all models. The IBM models tested here are

those with the optimized set of l M word-pair parameters, shown in the previous chap-

ter to give slightly lower text-corpus perplexity than the unrestricted set of all 35M

word pairs which cooccur within aligned sentence pairs in the training corpus. For

the MEMD models, I give results for both the 20k word-pair set used for the position-

parameter search, and a 50k word-pair set for which no special position-parameter

tuning was done. The basic 50k MEMD1 model (with no position parameters) attains

almost 40% lower perplexity than the comparable model 2 baseline, and MEMD2B

with an optimal-sized set of position parameters achieves in a further drop of over

10%. Interestingly, the relative difference between IBM1 and IBM2's performance

(18.5% lower perplexity for IBM2) is almost exactly the same as the difference be-
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Figure 4.2. MEMD2B partition search path, beginning at the point (10,10).
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Figure 4.3. Validation corpus perplexities for various MEMD2B models. Each
connected line in this graph corresponds to a vertical column of search points
in figure 4.2.
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model word-pair

parameters

position

parameters

perplexity improvement

over baseline

trigram

trigram + IBM1

trigram + IBM2

MEMD1

MEMD1

MEMD2R

MEMD2B

MEMD2B

MEMD2B

0

1,000,000

1,000,000

20,000

50,000

20,000

20,000

20,000

50,000

0

0

115,568

0

0

0

10 x 10

10 x 4000

10 x 4000

61.0

43.2

35.2

24.5

21.8

28.4

22.1

20.2

17.7

0%

30.4%

38.1%

19.3%

37.2%

42.6%

49.7%

Table 4.2. Model performances. Linear interpolation is designated with a +
sign; and the MEMD2B position parameters are given as mx, where m and n
are the numbers of position partitions and word-pair partitions respectively.

tween MEMD1 and MEMD2B (18.8% lower for MEMD2B).

u

4.4 Conclusion and Future Work

The main conclusion from this chapter is that, despite the lack of a hidden vari-

able mechanism in the MEIVED framework, it is possible to incorporate word-position

information into the MEMD1 model described in the previous chapter. This is ac-

complished by using position features that depend on the magnitude of the MEMD1

word-pair weights they modify, through a classification mechanism that also depends

on the magnitude of the IBM2 position parameter that would apply to the current

token pair. This approach results in a model (MEMD2B) that obtains the same rel-

ative perplexity improvement—almost 20%—over MEMD1 as IBM2 does over IBM1

within a linear combination with a trigram. The relative improvement of MEMD2B
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over the IBM2-based linear combination is almost 50%. An alternate approach of us-

ing IBM2 position-parameter values directly for MEMD position-feature values was

found not to work.

4.4-î Future Work

There are many ways in which this work could be extended. Although the approach

proposed here for incorporating position information is robust and appears to work

fairly well, it is not clear that it is the best solution to the problem. The method

of classifying word-pair/position combinations is simplistic and rests on the unsub-

stantiated assumption that MEMD1 weights and IBM2 probabilities are the best

indicators for this purpose. It is likely that better classification methods exist. The

idea of assigning adjustment weights to capture variation with relative position also

seems less elegant that the IBM2 combination p(f\e)p(j\i, J), which does not require

classification (though notice that the two methods are similar in that they multiply

word-pair and position scores). Given the failure of MEMD2R, however, it is not

clear what alternatives exist to a classification approach.

Beyond word positions, another source of information that could be captured

without adding any dependence on h is source units such as red tape that translate

to a single target word like paperasserie. In this case, we would expect the weight

on a feature like red tape / paperasserie to be higher than the combined weights for

red/paperasserie and tape / paperasserie. This technique could even be used to partially

capture many-to-many relations such as out to lunch {dans les patates, by adding

features like out to lunch dans, out to lunch patates, etc. Of course, this would

require some method of discovering many-to-one or many-to-many translations in

the first place, and this is far from a trivial problem [76,93 .

The most fruitful enhancements to the models I have described are likely to be

those .that better capture the relation between w and h. As argued in the previous

chapter and in the next one, this would in general destroy the Markov property
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required to perform efficient Viterbi searches for upcoming text. However, there are

two exceptional cases. First, MEMD features can look at the last two words in h

without increasing search complexity beyond that of a trigram. This could be useful

for fixed one-to-many translations like potato pomme de terre, where a feature of the

form potato pomme de could raise the probability of de following pomme when the

source text contained potato. However, the scope for improvement over the existing

combination (of the trigram's prediction of de following pomme and the contribution

from a word-pair feature potato / de} may not be very large.

Another situation in which it does not hurt to look at h is when h is the text

typed by the translator. Of course, for predictions longer than a single word, h will

contain a suffix that has not been typed by the translator, but special models could

be developed to distinguish between this suffix and what comes before. This would

be increasingly useful toward the end of a target sentence, as the text typed by the

translator comes to constitute most of a complete translation.

Features connecting w to h (via s) should initially aim at enforcing the coverage

constraint described in the previous chapter; other possibilities include-emulating the

fertility and distortion parameters of the IBM models 3-5 (see appendix B). The

lack of hidden alignment variables complicates the problem of incorporating this in-

formation. For instance, an obvious strategy to enforce the coverage constraint is to

add features that lower the contribution from source words that already have trans-

lations in h, in order to give other source words a chance. But determining whether

a source word has a valid translation in h generally requires elaborating the global

relationship between h and s—in other words, performing a word alignment. There

are many possibilities for getting around the lack of an alignment mechanism, such as

the classification approach used in MEMD2B, piggybacking on alignments produced

by IBM models, or attempting to aggregate over all reasonable alignments. Each of

these possibilities represents a significant research challenge, however. Another al-

ternative would be to look at recently-proposed methods such as [74,119] for adding
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latent information to the basic MEMD framework. In all cases, the application of

MEMD should focus on its main strength (which I have exploited in this chapter

through the use of overlapping position features and pure word-pair features): the

ability to simply and effectively combine information from difference sources.

u



Chapter 5

PREDICTION FOR TRANSLATORS

The previous two chapters have dealt with the problem of creating efficient models

for the next-word distribution p(w|h,s) independently of any particular application.

This chapter returns to the main topic of the thesis, and shows how these models

can be used to predict text for translators in a way that is designed to maximize the

usefulness of the predictive tool.

5.1 Overview

As described in chapter 1, the aim of the predictor is to find the prediction that

maximizes the expected benefit to the user:

x = argmax B(x, h, s), (5.1)
x

where x, h, and s are character strings. See figure 5.1, which reproduces the example

from chapter 1 for convenience. Assuming the main factor that determines the true

benefit to be the length k of the longest prefix of x that matches x*, the expected

benefit becomes:
;

B(x, h, s) = ^p(À;|x, h, s) 5(x, h, s, k), (5.2)
k=0

so the three problems that need to be solved in this approach are estimating the

prefix probabilities p(Â;|x, h, s), estimating the user benefit function B(x, h, s, k), and

searching for x. My solutions to these problems are described in the following sections.

u
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s: Let us return to serious matters.

X:

h X*
's

t: On va reuemr aux choses sérieuses.

evenir à

Figure 5.1. Example of a prediction for English to French translation. S is the
source sentence, h is the part of its translation that has already been typed,
X is what the translator wants to type, and X is a prediction. The surrounding
contexts S and H are omitted.

0

5.2 Estimating Prefix Probabilities

The first step in estimating the prefix probabilities p(/s x, h, s) is to convert them into

a form that deals explicitly with character strings. To do this, note that p{k\v.,h,s)

is the probability that the first k characters of x are correct and that the k -f- 1th

character (if there is one) is incorrect. For k < I:

p(fc|x,h,s) = p(^,^+i|h,s)

= ^p(^^|h,s)-p(^+l|h,s)

== p(^|h,s)-p(^+l|h,s)

where xi is the ith character in x, Xh+i denotes the occurrence of any character other

than Xk+i, and x^ = x-i...Xk. ïî k = 1, p(k\h,s) == j?(x|h,s). Also, p{x°') ^ 1. It

is straightforward, though expensive, to calculate exact estimates for the required

string probabilities p{x^\h,s) from the word-based model p(w|h,s). To see if this

expense could be reduced without hurting performance, I experimented with two

simple approximations to pCx^\h, s), and compared the results to those given by the

exact estimates.

A preliminary to all three methods of estimating string probabilities is to account
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for cases where h does not end on a word boundary. In general, h can be tokenized

into h', u, where h/ is a token sequence, and u is possibly null word prefix that follows.

For example, in figure 5.1, h/ is on va, and u == "r". Note that u will be null only if

the last token in h can be unambiguously determined to have ended, for instance if

it is followed by a blank character or if it is a punctuation mark. Then:

pÇxk^\h,s) = p(xk^h',u,s)

= cp(u,x^\h',s)/ ^ p(w|h',s),

where the sum on the last line is over all words in. the vocabulary that begin with

u. To speed up this calculation, the vocabulary for this purpose was taken to be

the active vocabulary VA described in section 5.4—a subset of words considered very

likely given s. The correction factor c = i^u,cy^p(^|h, s) compensates for the slight
underestimation of the sum in the denominator this induces. It is equivalent to

assuming that the extensions to u occur in the same proportion in the main vocabulary

as they do in VA-

In the following sections, I describe how p(u,x^\h',s) can be calculated. To sim-

plify the presentation, however, I leave u implicit, and just write this as a normal

string probability pÇx^\ïi, s) that happens to have an integral number of tokens in h.

5.2.1 Calculating Exact String Probabilities

The method of calculating "exact" string probabilities from the word based model is

similar to the method for dealing with situations where h ends in a partial word. I

first assume that the mapping between strings (that contain an integral number of

words) and token sequences is one-to-one. This is a reasonable approximation given

that the words in my lexicon do not contain whitespace or internal punctuation.

In this way, a string x^ can be tokenized unambiguously into a sequence of words

1 A given token sequence can produce only one string, but some strings can be tokenized in several

different ways, eg "m." can produce either m+. or m. Since the strings used for predictions were
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of the form wi,..., Wm-i, Um, where Um is the final word prefix in x^, null iff Wm-i
unambiguously ends. The probability of this sequence can be obtained from the

word-based model in the usual way:

m—l

p(wi,..., lOm-i, u^|h, s) = JJ p{wi\h, Wi,..., Wi_i, s)^(u^[h, Wi,..., w^-i, s).
!=1

The last factor is just:

p(u^|h,wi,...,w^_i,s) = ^ p(w[h,wi,...,Wm-i,s), (5.3)
'W:W=Um*

where, as above, the sum is over all words in the vocabulary that begin with Um.

It remains to account for the possible presence of separators after each word. One

way to do this would be to introduce an additional factor of the form:

m-1

ÏÏP^I^),
i=l

where si is the separator string—eg, the empty string or one or more blanks, tabs,

etc—that follows the iith word (by definition, there is no separator after Urn), whose

probability is assumed here to depend only on the preceding word. In keeping with

the one-to-one assumption between token and character sequences, however, I set all

these probabilities to 1.

Since string probabilities have to be calculated for each prefix of a given proposal

x, the sum in equation (5.3) over all words in the vocabulary must be performed l

times (where l is the length of x). To avoid the considerable expense of doing this

in the most obvious way, I stored the vocabulary as a trie, and calculated the sums

for all prefixes of all words simultaneously for each new context h,wi,..., w^-i in a

single recursive pass over the vocabulary. Storing the results against the nodes of the

trie allows for quick retrieval of the required sums for each Um by just following the

always generated from token sequences, any ambiguities were resolved in favour of the original

token sequence.
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appropriate link from the node for the previous u^ (at the next smaller value of k).

This technique is similar to the one used in [49], and is explained in greater detail

there.

5.2.2 Linear Estimates

To bypass the complexity (both time and coding) of the exact calculation, I tried

an alternate approach that involves establishing exact probabilities only at the end

of each word in x, and assuming that the probabilities of the intervening characters

vary linearly between these points. Suppose the last character in each word w, in x

is at position ki. Then for k = Â;,_i.. .ki:2

^(wl|h,s)-p(wîfl|h,s)
p{x^ |h, s) w p(wîi-1 [h, s) + (fc - fc,_i)

ki - ki-i

Any whitespace after the end of w^-i is included in Wi. The difference between the

probability of each prefix and the next longer one in this range is:

,p{w[\h,s)-p{w[-l\h,s)p{xk,\h,s)-p{xw\h,s) ^ (k-k^-(k+î-ki^)Y-

p(wFl|h,s)-p(wl|h,s)
ki — k.•i-1

ki - ki^

Since this term is constant between word endings, it can be factored out of the sum

in equation (5.2) as follows:

l-1

5(x, h, s) = ^(p(^|h, s) - p{xw\h, s))B(x, h, s, k) + p{x[\h, s)B(x, h, s, l)
k=0

^ ^ g p«l^s^p(u'ilh's'B(x,h,s,t)+p(w;|h,s)5(x,h,s,0
E!'(<Ilh^^(t°;lb'8) t'Z B(x,h,s,k) +p(»;|h,s)5(x,h,s,i)

i=:l fc=fc,_i

m

E
t=l
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where ko = 0 and p(w^|h, s) == 1. This can be carried out very efficiently, modulo the

expense of summing the benefit function.

5.2.3 At-End Estimate

The sum over the prefix lengths in equation (5.2) will distinguish between two different

proposals that have the same length and overall probability of occurring in the current

context, on the basis of their contents. An obvious simplifying hypothesis is that this

does not matter, that is, that the benefit of a proposal depends only on whether it is

correct as a whole. To test this hypothesis, I used the following approximation:

B(x, h, s) fti p(x|h, s)B(x, h, s, ^).

Notice that this still allows for hypotheses with identical lengths and probabilities

to be distinguished by B(x,h,sJ). (although not by the specific benefit function

described in the next section). Also note that, unlike the two previously described

prefix probability estimation methods, this is a heuristic because the distribution

p{k\-x.,h,s} is not normalized over all k.

5.2.4 Model Accuracy

The accuracy of the prefix probability estimates made in the previous sections depends

on the accuracy ofnext-word probability estimates p(w[h, s) given by the model. To

assess this, I compared the word-classification accuracy of the best configuration of

the MEMD2B model described in the previous chapter to its own projected accuracy

2 A confession: the main motivation for this formula was to simplify an implementation that

needed to get done fast, by allowing the probability term to be factored out of the benefit sum.
A far better approximation would be to interpolate log probabilities instead: logpk = logpi +

fe2-fc\ (log P2 - logpi), where % is short for p(a;^|h,s), etc. The motivation for this is that the
number of possible strings increases exponentially with length, so on average their probabilities

will decrease exponentially, rather than linearly, with length.
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on the test corpus. Specifically, this involved recording, for each token position in

the corpus, the probability of the most likely word according to the model, along

with whether or not that word matched the actual next word. The results are shown

in figure 5.2 in the form of a histogram. As can be seen, the agreement between

the model and empirical probabilities is generally very good, though the model has

a tendency to underestimate low probabilities and overestimate high ones. Interest-

ingly, the crossover point between these two behaviours occurs almost exactly at .5.

Cross-validation smoothing with a uniform distribution did not substantially change

this picture. I speculate that this property may be due to the use of maximum

entropy, which is supposed to yield inherently smooth models. For the record, the

global accuracy of the model on the next-word classification problem was .42, which

is not too bad given that the size of the model's vocabulary is over 50,000, and given

the existence of a substantial number of out-of-vocabulary tokens which the model

automatically gets wrong.

5.3 User Model

The purpose of the user model is to determine how a translator will react to a pre-

diction, and to estimate the resulting cost or benefit. The interaction scenario is as

follows. The system displays a prediction, which the translator either reads or ignores

and continues to type. If it is read, the translator then decides whether or not to

accept it. If so, they3 use a special command to incorporate it into the text, then

erase any wrong characters from the end of the prediction until only a correct prefix

remains. This simple procedure minimizes assumptions about the user's pattern-

recognition and editing capabilities. The system is free to make another prediction

once the current one has been rejected and a subsequent character has been typed,

3 He or she.

0
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or once it has been accepted and editing is finished.4

As described in chapter 1, the user model provides an estimate of the benefit

function:

5(x,h,s,A:)= y~^ p(a|x,h,s,Â;) 5(x,h,s,Â;,a), (5.4)
a6{0,l}

in which the main elements are the probability p(a]x, h, S,Â;) that a translator will

accept or reject a prediction x whose first k characters are correct; and -B(x, h, s, k, a),

the benefit they derive from doing so. Recall that a is a random variable that takes

on the values 1 for acceptance and 0 for rejection. The parameters for both elements

were estimated from data collected during an evaluation of the TransType prototype.

To give some context, I begin with a brief description of this evaluation; more details

are available in [78].

5.3.1 TransType Evaluation

The parameters for the user model were induced from trace data produced by the

second of the TransType user trials described in chapter 2.5 Nine skilled translators

took part in this trial, which consisted of three phases:

1. manual typing without TransType suggestions (5-8 minutes)

2. typing with TransType suggestions (15-20 minutes)

3. typing with TransType suggestions augmented by a handcrafted term lexicon

(5-8 minutes)

u

4 It is assumed that the interface can detect when editing is finished, for instance when leftward

motion of the cursor has stopped. In practice it does not have to be very precise in this, because

if it makes proposals while the user is still editing, they are likely to simply be ignored and thus

not incur any cost.

5 This did not include any of the enhancements described in this thesis.
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The 1st and 2nd phases were preceded by familiarization periods to let the user

become accustomed to the environment. The texts for these phases were drawn from

the Hansard corpus on which TransType's statistical models were trained, and the

text for the final phase was a more technical one to allow the effect of the specialized

term lexicon to be assessed. All significant activity involving the interface—user

actions, and system proposals and responses—was logged and timestamped during

all three phases.

Although the average productivity loss was 17% for the evaluation, there was a

large variation among different translators, ranging from a minimum of -39% to a

maximum of +88%. The latter score was obtained by one translator who was a fairly

slow typist, and was the only improvement in productivity recorded. Apart from this,

although typing speed also varied considerably across translators, it seems to be only

very weakly correlated with gains or losses in productivity.

For measuring the users' raw typing speed, I relied on data from phase l, as

described below. For inducing all other aspects of the user model, I used the combined

results of phases 2 and 3.

5.3.2 Acceptance Probability

A model for p{a\x, h, s, k) according to the scenario given at the beginning of this

section would ideally take into account whether the user actually reads the proposal

before accepting or rejecting it, eg:

p(a|x, h, s, fc) = ^ p(a|r, x, h, s, k) p(r\-K, h, s, k}
r£{0,l}

where r is a Boolean "read" variable. However, this information is hard to extract

reliably from the available data; and even if it were obtainable, many of the factors

which influence whether a user is likely to read a proposal are extra-textual and

therefore not available to the current predictor. Consequently, I chose to model

p(a[x, h, s, k) directly.
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The first step in deriving the model is to assume that the probability of acceptance

is independent of both h and s. The most problematic of these assumptions is that h

plays no role, because there is some evidence from the data [78] that users are more

likely to accept a suggestion before they start typing a new word. However, as shown

below, this does not appear to have a severe effect on the quality of the model.

The second assumption is that the user's propensity to accept a prediction depends

directly on what they stand to gain from it, defined in the spirit of the scenario above

as the amount by which the length of the correct prefix of x exceeds the length of

the wrong suffix:

g{^k)=k-{l-k)=2k-l,

where ^(x, k) is the gain. For example, the gain for the prediction in figure 5.1 would

be 2 x 7—8 = 6. This estimate is best for small k. For instance, it seems reasonable to

assign a gain of 10 for erasing the last character of a 12 character proposal, but much

less so for erasing the last 45 characters of a 100 character proposal. A mitigating

factor is the conservative nature of the editing cost model described below, in which

the cost of erasing 45 characters is 45 keystrokes. In practice, most users would

tend to use a quicker method, such as by selecting with the mouse, to erase this

much text—and would have this possibility in mind when deciding whether or not to

accept. In any case, long proposals on the order of 100 characters are relatively rare

in the experiments I have performed, so the effects of this problem are likely to be

minimal.

Letting I be the length in characters of x, the two assumptions above can be

summarized as:

p(a\~a,h,s,k) w p{a\y.,k)

w pÇa\2k-l),

Figure 5.3 shows empirical estimates of p(a = l\2k — I) for various gain values

obtained from the TransType data. There is a certain amount of noise intrinsic
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to the estimation procedure, since it is difficult to determine x*, and therefore k,

reliably from the data in some cases (eg when the user is editing the text heavily).

Nonetheless, it is apparent from the plot that gain is a useful abstraction, because the

probability of acceptance is very low when it is less than zero and rises rapidly and

monotonically as it increases. The points labelled smoothedm figure 5.3 were obtained

from a sliding-average smoother, and the curve was obtained using two-component

Gaussian mixtures to fit the smoothed empirical estimates for p(gain|a = 0) and

p(gain|a = l). The model probabilities are taken from the curve at integral gain

values. As an example, the probability of accepting the prediction in figure 5.1 would

be about .25.

5.3.3 Benefit .

As with the acceptance probabilities, I assume that the benefit associated with a

prediction x is a function only of x itself and />;, the length of its longest correct

prefix, as well as whether it gets accepted or not. This is broken down as follows:

-B(x, h, s, k, a) w B(x, fe, a) =
T(x, k) - EI (x) - EÇ-x, k), a=l

a=0

u

--Ro(x),

where T(x, k) is the cost of manually typing the first k characters of x, J?i(x) is the

cost of reading and accepting it, E(x, k) is the edit cost of accepting it and erasing

to the end of its first k characters, and Ro(x) is the cost of reading and rejecting it.

As in the previous section, read costs are interpreted as expected values with respect

to the probability that the user actually does read x, eg, assuming 0 cost for not

reading, Ro(x) = p(r = l|x)J?o(x); where -Ro(x) ls ^^e unknown true cost of reading

and rejecting x.

A natural unit for BC'x,k,a) is the number of keystrokes saved, so all elements

of the above equation are converted to this measure. This is straightforward in the

case of T(x, k) and E(x, k), which are estimated as k and ?- A; + 1 respectively. For
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E(x,k), this corresponds to one keystroke for the command to accept a prediction,

and one to erase each wrong character. This assumes that all keys on the keyboard,

as well as some chords, require the same amount of effort to access. While this is

almost certainly not the case, any inaccuracies it causes are likely to average out over

all predictions. Other assumptions are that the user would have typed x^ without

making mistakes, and that; they erase the wrong prefix in a similarly flawless manner.

The effects of these seem likely to cancel on average, since they are symmetrical and

opposite in sign.6

To determine reading costs, I measured the average elapsed time in the TransType

data from the point at which a proposal was displayed to the point at which the

next user action occurred—either an acceptance or some other command signalling a

rejection. Times greater than 5 seconds were treated as indicating that the translator

was distracted (or thinking) and were filtered out. As shown in figures 5.4 and

5.5, read times are much higher for predictions that get accepted, reflecting both a

more careful perusal by the translator and the fact the rejected predictions are often

simply ignored. Here the number of characters read was assumed to include the whole

contents of the TransType menu in the case of rejections, and only the proposal that

was ultimately accepted in the case of acceptances.7

In both cases there appears to be a weak linear relationship between the number

of characters read and the time taken to read them, which I modeled using the least

squares lines shown in the graphs. (In the case of the rejection model, the line shown

is shifted down by the average time required to produce a keystroke when no proposal

is displayed, since all we are interested in is the extra time required when a proposal

is displayed.) Both plots are quite noisy and would benefit from a more sophisticated

6 In fact, this is slightly conservative, since users are more likely to make errors while typing than

while erasing.

7 Justification for the latter is that the majority of acceptances were via the keyboard, which only

permitted the top proposal in the list to be accepted directly.
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psycholinguistic analysis, but they are plausible first approximations.

To convert reading times to keystrokes for the benefit function, I calculated an

average time per keystroke based on sections of the trial where translators were rapidly

typing and when predictions were not displayed (phase 1). The global average across

all translators was 304 milliseconds.8 This gives an upper bound for the per-keystroke

cost of reading and therefore results in a conservative estimate of benefit (compare

to, for instance, simply dividing the total time required to produce a text by the

number of characters in it). In the figure 5.1 example, the benefit of accepting would

be 7— 2—4.2 = .8 keystrokes (7 correct characters minus 2 keystrokes to erase to the

end of the correct prefix minus the equivalent of 4.2 keystrokes to read and accept the

suggestion); and the benefit of rejecting would be -.2 keystrokes. Combining these

with the acceptance probability gives an overall expected benefit B(x, h, s, A; = 7) for

this proposal of 0.05 keystrokes, just above the breakeven point.

5.4 Search

The search procedure to find the best prediction x takes place in two main stages,

as described in chapter 1: first find the most likely sequence of words w-m for each

length m up to a maximum M, then synthesize each into a corresponding character

string Xm and output the Xm with highest expected benefit B(Xm,h, s), or the empty

string (ie, no prediction) if all benefits are negative.9

Since the second search step is trivial, I focus here on the first step, which aims

8 The average given in [78] is more than twice as much (650 ms). The difference is due to my

exclusion from the average of any gaps between successive keystrokes of more than 5 seconds.

9 Notice that M word sequences are always generated—there is no stop condition, such as a test

for a sentence end. The second search step will ideally eliminate predictions that extend past the

end of the target sentence due the their having low probabilities.

u
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at finding w-m according to:

Wm = argmaxp(wm|h,s).

For all the models I describe above, w-m can be found exactly using the Viterbi

algorithm [115] in 0{mJ\V\î) time, where J is the length of s and V is the target

vocabulary. The factor m|y[3 comes from the general property of this algorithm for

Markov processes of order 3, and J comes from the need to sum contributions from

at most J source words when calculating the probability of each target word. That

the models for p(w|h, s) define a Markov process over target words for a given source

sentence arises from the Markov nature of the trigram language model, together with

the observation that, for a fixed s, the only other context dependence in these models

is on the length of h. Imposing a prior limit on that length (which is in practice the

case with my implementation) reduces this to a finite state process. (See 49 for a

more detailed version of this argument.)

It is instructive to compare this result to the one for models used in statistical

MT. As discussed in section 3.5.1, Knight [71] has shown that the search problem:

t = argmaxp(t)^>(s|t)
t

is NP-complete, even when p(t) is uniform and p(s|t) is IBM1. This is avoided in

my approach by essentially turning the translation component around to remove the

dependence on h; the SMT-style formulation would be p(t)ap(t s), where o; is a log-

linear scaling factor on the language component. Fast dynamic-programming based

heuristics have been proposed for SMT search, but even with fairly stringent restric-

tions on word re-orderings, their complexity is still polynomial in J (eg 0(J'4|y|3) in

[108]).

5.4-1 Heuristics

Cubic complexity in the size of a target vocabulary on the order of 10 is too ex-

pensive for generating proposals in real time, so I used two heuristics to speed up
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the search. The first is the active vocabulary technique used in TransType: limit

the search to some subset VA of the vocabulary that has high probability given s. In

TransType, this was generated by taking the n most likely words according to the

IBM1 probabilities:
J

p(w|s)=^p(w|sj)/(J+l).
3=0

I took this approach when using the 3G+IBM models for searching. For the MEMD

models, I simply placed into VA all target words connected by a word-pair feature to

some word in s. This was feasible due to the small size of the feature sets for these

models.

The first word position (m = 1) is a special case due to the requirement to match

a possible word prefix u. To enforce this, I created a corresponding active vocabulary

VAI containing only those words in VA that begin with u. If there are no such, all

words in V are tried. If there are still no matches, the UNK word is considered to

match u (in its entirety—that is, u is cousidered to be a complete word) in order to

allow for searches beyond m = 1.

The second heuristic is to use the "beam" technique commonly used with the

Viterbi algorithm. This involves pruning any potential extensions to a current path

(hypothesized partial sequence of target words) that have probability lower than P//,

where P is the probability of the best extension to the path, and / is the beam factor.

I found that / = 10 gave a good balance between speed and accuracy. This value is

used in all experiments described below.

Some empirical search timings are shown in table 5.1. These compare the MEÏVID2B

and 3G+IBM2 configurations described in the next section over various sequence

lengths M, on the Realistic user simulation with linear estimates for string prefix

probabilities. The MEMD2B model contains 50k word-pair features and is used with

all "triggered" target words in the active vocabulary; the 3G+IBM2 contains IM

word-pair features and is used with a fixed 500-word active vocabulary. The average
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M

l

2

3

4

5

average times max times

MEMD2B 3G+IBM2 MEMD2B 3G+IBM2

0.0012

0.0038

0.0097

0.0184

0.0285

0.0008

0.0134

0.0647

0.1362

0.2004

0.01

0.23

0.51

0.55

0.57

0.01

0.46

1.75

2.46

2.70

Table 5.1. Approximate times in seconds to generate predictions of maximum

word sequence length M, on an 1.2GHz processor, for MEMD and 3G+IBM
models.

u

times for the MEMD model are acceptable upto M = 5, but those for 3G+IBM2 only

up to at most M == 3. The maximum times for both models would cause perceptible

delays for M greater than l, but given the low average times these seem to be rare. I

suspect that it would be easy to develop heuristics to detect these cases a priori and

revert to a fallback strategy to avoid causing the user to wait.

5.5 Experîraents

I evaluated the predictor using the training and test setup described in the previous

chapter, except with a smaller test set consisting of only the first three Hansard files

in the test corpus. This consisted of 5,020 sentence pairs and approximately 100k

words in each language. As before, all letter case distinctions are ignored; however, all

other differences between strings, including whitespace, were considered significant.

To get an idea of the effects of different components of the user model, I de-

fined three different, increasingly realistic, simulation profiles. Rational simulates a

user who takes no time to read suggestions and who accepts all and only predictions

having positive benefit—this gives an upper bound on the estimated keystroke sav-
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ings. RationalReader is like rational but with read costs added. Finally, Realistic

matches the user model described in section 5.3. For each simulation, the predictor

was given access to the corresponding user model, and it optimized expected benefits

accordingly.

The results in terms of keystroke reductions for each simulation are shown in

tables 5.2, 5.3, and 5.4. For all simulations, I tried a number of different predictor

configurations, listed in the benefit estimator column:

• fixed: always propose the most likely M tokens, ignoring benefit

• at-end: the prefix probability estimator described in section 5.2.3

• linear: the linear prefix probability estimator described in section 5.2.2

• exact: the "exact" prefix probability estimator described in section 5.2.1

• best: choose the m that maximizes the actual benefit to the user (by cheating

and looking at x*)

For the Rational and RationalReader simulations, I used only the best MEMD2B

model described in the previous chapter, with 50,000 word-pair parameters, and

10 x 4000 position parameters. For the Realistic simulation, I compared this to

the best linear combination model 3G+IBM2, with IM word-pair parameters.

5.5.1 Summary of Results

The results can be characterized along several axes. First, there are large productivity

drops due to reading costs and probabilistic acceptance, as evidenced by the differ-

ences between the Rational and RationalReader simulations, and the RationalReader

and Realistic simulations. The biggest cost is due to reading, which lowers the best

possible keystroke reduction by almost 50% for M = 5, and by even more than this
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benefit

estimator

M

l 2 3 4 5

fixed

at-end

linear

exact

best

56.5 49.6 39.8 31.4 24.9

50.9 54.7 54.0 53.6 53.5

56.5 54.4 52.7 52.2 52.0

48.6 53.5 51.8 51.1 50.9

56.5 63.1 64.9 65.4 65.6

Table 5.2. Rational simulation, using MEMD2B model. Numbers give esti-
mated percent reductions in keystrokes.

benefit

estimator l 2

M

3 4 5

fixed

at-end

linear

exact

best

-2.7 11.0 6.8 -3.3 -14.3

3.0 9.7 9.4 7.9 7.3

13.1 17.4 16.3 15.8 15.6

11.7 17.8 17.2 16.4 16.1

14.9 25.6 31.3 33.8 34.9

Table 5.3. RationalReader simulation, using MEMD2B model. Numbers give
estimated percent reductions in keystrokes.

0
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benefit

estimator

M

l 2 3 4 5

fixed

at-end

linear

exact

best

-8.5 -0.4 -3.60 -11.6 -20.8

-3.8 0.92 0.3 -2.0 -3.2

6.1 9.40 8,8 8.1 7.8

5.3 10.10 10.7 10.0 9.7

7.9 17.90 24.5 27.7 29.2

benefit

estimator

M

l 2 3 4 5

fixed

at-end

linear

exact

best

-11.5 -9.3 -15.1 -22.0 -28.2

-6.0 -5.5 -7.8 -9.7 -11.7

4.3 5.9 6.4 6.5 6.5

3.0 4.3 5.0 5.2 5.2

6.2 12.1 15.4 16.7 17.3

Table 5.4. RealisUcsïmutations, using the MEMD2B model (top table), and the
3G+IBM2 model (bottom table). Numbers give estimated percent reductions
in keystrokes.

u
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for lower M, due to the fixed overhead involved in reacting to a proposal. Having

acceptance be probabilistic results in a further drop of about 15%for M == 5, rising

to almost 50% for M == 1. The greater proportional drop for shorter predictions is in

this case due to lower probabilities of acceptance for smaller gains.

Focussing next on the Realistic simulations for different models, it is clear that the

^/[EMD2B model significantly1 outperforms the 3G+IBI\/[2 combination, obtaining a

maximum keystroke reduction of 10.7% compared to 6.5% for regular search; 29.2%

compared to 17.3% for the best configuration; and producing systematically better

results for every other configuration tested.

The figure of-11.5% in bold corresponds roughly to the TransType configuration,

and corroborates the validity of the simulation. Although the drop observed with
real users was lower at about 20% (= 17% reduction in speed), there are many many
differences between experimental setups that could account for the discrepancy.11

Looking at the results for the Realistic simulation using the MEMD2B model,

it is clear that estimating expected benefit is a much better strategy than making

fixed-word-length proposals, since the latter causes productivity to drop for all values

of M. It is also much better than just choosing among different m on the basis of

each prediction's length and overall probability, as shown by the results for the at-end

estimator. In general, making "exact" estimates of string prefix probabilities works

better than a linear approximation, but the difference is fairly small.

10 The t test score over a sample of 1,272 sentences was 7.7915 for regular search, so the difference
is highly statistically significant (below 0.0005).

11 One that seems especially significant is that the productivity loss in phase 3 of the TransType
trials was much higher, due to using a text from a different domain. If this phase is excluded, the

loss is only 10%, closer to my results. Other differences are: the use of different (Hansard) test
corpora; and the use in TransType of letter case handling, unknown-word handling, a large French
dictionary, position-dependent interpolation parameters for I3G+IBM2, and a unit lexicon.

I do not know why the result for single-word predictions is worse for exact estimates; it may
be connected to the use of the VA correction factor c described in section 5.2, and not making a
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The main disappointment in the MEMD2B Realistic results is that fact that

performance peaks when M = 3 rather than continuing to improve as the predictor

is allowed to consider longer word sequences. Since the predictor knows the exact

benefit for each value of k, the only possible cause for this is that the estimates for

p(w-m h,s) become worse with increasing m. Unfortunately, because the magnitude

of B(x, h, s, k) also generally increases with the length of x, the effect of any errors

will tend to be amplified at larger m.

The cause of increasing inaccuracy with length is the difference between p(w|h,s)

and p(w|h, w', s), where w/ is some non-empty prefix of w^. Both probabilities are

generated by the same model, but only in the former case is there any guarantee

that all of the conditioning information represents good target text. Significantly,

the performance levels off at three words, just as the search loses direct contact

with h through the trigram. Fortunately though, the potential benefit from longer

predictions (as measured by the best results in the table) continues to increase. This

means that there may still be some correlation between model and true probabilities

that could be exploited (if there were no correlation, the search would essentially be

producing nonsensical results at this stage).

About the simplest form such a correlation could take is a systematic over- or

underestimation ofp(wm|h,s). To test whether this was the case, I used modified

probabilities of the form Amp(wm[h, s), where Am is a length-specific correction factor,

tuned so as to optimize keystroke reduction on a cross-validation corpus. The values of

\m begin around 1, and gradually decrease to a minimum of about .5 for ^5, indicating

that the model is indeed overestimating the probabilities of longer sequences. The

corresponding keystroke reduction results on the test corpus are shown in table 5.5

for the MEMD2B Realistic configuration. In this case, there is a slight but monotonie

rise in performance with M for both string probability estimators tested. To verify

u parallel adjustment for the sum over suffixes when calculating string prefix probabilities.
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benefit

estimator

M

l 2 3 4

thresh

linear

exact

best

5

-2.2 1.3 2.9 3.2 3.2

6.4 10.3 11.4 11.3 11.3

5.8 10.7 12.0 12.5 12.6

7.9 17.90 24.50 27.7 29.2

Table 5.5. Realistic simulations using the MEMD2B model, with corrected
probability estimates. Numbers give estimated percent reductions in keystrokes.

u

that this was not just due to the cross-validation tuning, I also established optimum

probability thresholds for each length, and used these together with a strategy of

proposing the longest prediction that exceeded the corresponding threshold. The

results are shown in the line marked thresh, and show that there is little to be gained

with this approach.

The best keystroke reduction gain recorded in these experiments for the Realistic

simulation is 12.6% with MEMD2B and corrected probability estimates. This is only

slightly higher than the 10.7% obtained with the plain estimates, but its value to the

translator is likely to be somewhat more than is indicated by the score difference.

Figure 5.6 shows the distribution of proposals by length for M = 5, with plain and

corrected estimates, compared to the optimal profile. With the plain estimates, the

user is clearly being presented with many more wrong proposals than with the cor-

rected estimates, for which the distribution is quite similar to the optimal. Although

the current user model does not take past prediction accuracy into account, it seems

obvious that being deluged with incorrect predictions will lessen user confidence in

the tool and therefore lower the probability that future proposals will be accepted.

Examples of predictions made for various values of M are shown in appendix A.
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m plain

0

l

2

3

4

5

corrected best

231437

6704

25597

41852

33393

19953

333309

14624

41751

28843

7411

2104

219761

13433

17888

9965

4769

4217

Table 5.6. Number of proposals by length, for Realistic simulation with the
MEMD2B model and M = 5.

5.6 Conclusion and Future Work

I have described an approach to text prediction for translators that tries to take

user characteristics into account when deciding what proposal to make in a given

context—or whether to make a proposal at all. The main conclusion is that a tool

based on this principle would have the potential to benefit a "typical translator" by

reducing typing time by slightly over 10%. Since this is a fairly small improvement, it

is clear that not all translators would find this kind of tool useful. However, because

I have been careful to make conservative estimates of benefit, I feel that some non-

negligible proportion of translators would indeed find it useful. Of course, the only

way to be certain would be to do an evaluation with real users.

Another conclusion is that the maximum-entropy based models described in the

previous chapter outperform a linear combination of a trigram and the IBM model 2

for the prediction task, resulting in a 65% relative improvement in keystroke reduc-

tion. They also allowed significantly faster searches in my implementation (due to

having smaller feature sets).

u
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5.6.1 Future Work

There are many possibilities for extending this work. Apart from improvements to

the model for p(w|h,s), as described in previous chapters, all three main predictor

components offer the potential for enhancement: the prefix model p{k\x, h, s) derived

from p(w|h, s), the user model 5(x, h, s, k), and the search procedure for finding the

best prediction.

Estimates for prefix probabilities could be improved by using a richer character-

sequence model that would relax the assumption of a one-to-one correspondence

between token sequences and strings. This would have to handle uppercase letters in

order to be completely realistic. Since different underlying words can be expressed in

different ways by different authors (eg machine translation as "machine translation"

or "Machine Translation" ), a very useful feature of the character model would be the

ability to learn a preferred spelling or capitalization pattern. The problem of how

to compensate for the use of an active vocabulary also merits further study, as do

approximations like the log-linear interpolation suggested above to avoid having to

sum over the whole vocabulary at each string position. Finally, the ad hoc calibra-

tion ofp(wm|h, s) for sequences of various lengths could be replaced by an adaptive

smoothing approach, which would calibrate the model according to its performance

on recent text.

Many aspects of the user model could be improved as well. The model for accep-

tance probability could be made more accurate by giving it information about past

prediction performance (including the number of times the current proposal has al-

ready been displayed), and other extra-textual factors. One way to take advantage of

this would be to incorporate explicit read probabilities as suggested in section 5.3.2,

in combination with a notion of "typing inertia" that makes people less likely to pay

attention to proposals while in. the middle of typing a word. The models for read

costs could be improved by basing them on sounder psycholinguistic principles, not
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to mention cleaner response-time data. The edit model could be enriched to include

alternate editing strategies, particularly for long proposals. Finally, given the large

variation among translators, it makes sense to have user model adapt to the behaviour

and preferences of its current user, starting with an initial universal model like the

one described in this chapter and gradually shaping it to conform to what it has

observed. The data for this would be easy to glean in real time "from an instrumented

interface like TransType's.

The search algorithm could also be improved to look more directly for x—a ca-

pability which would become more valuable as the user model improved. One simple

possibility would be to generate a small set of most-likely word sequences at each

length, rather than just one, and optimize the benefit over these.

Concerning the overall strategy adopted for the predictor, I feel that the idea of

creating explicit user models to guide the behaviour of interactive systems is likely to

have applications in other areas of NLP besides translator's tools. For one thing, most

of the approach described here carries over more or less directly to monolingual text

prediction, which is an important tool for the handicapped [28, 38]. Other possibilities

include virtually any application where a human and a machine communicate through

a language-rich interface.

u
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Chapter 6

CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK

u

This thesis deals with several aspects of text prediction for translators, seen as a

form of interactive machine translation. The work presented extends previous work on

text prediction (within the TransType project) in several ways: using more accurate

maximum entropy/minimum divergence translation models; using a search procedure

to explore the space of multi-word predictions rather than just completing the next

word or lexicalized unit; and taking the expected benefit to the user into account

when generating predictions so as to avoid swamping translators with a large number

of useless proposals.

6.1 Contributions

My contributions can be divided into three main areas:

• Interactive MT for translators. I have proposed a new target-text mediated styïe

of IMT based on the use of the target text as the medium of interaction with

the computer. Text prediction is one of the many possibilities this approach

encompasses.

• Efficient translation models for text prediction. I have defined two new MEMD

models that support linear-time searches. Compared to directly analogous lin-

ear combinations of a trigram language model and the classical IBM models 1

and 2, these models achieve approximately 50% lower test-corpus perplexity, de-

spite requiring orders of magnitude fewer parameters. For selecting MEMD fea-

tures, I have shown that a simple algorithm based on word-pair gains within the

IBM model 1 outperforms a general feature-selection algorithm due to Printz.
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• User-centric text prediction. I have described an approach to text prediction

that explicitly seeks to maximize the benefit to the user according to a model of

user characteristics. In simulated results, this method reduces the time required

to type a translation by over 10% when using the best of the new translation

models to make real-time predictions of up to 5 words in length.

6.2 Future Work

There are many ways in which this work could be built upon, as described in the

final sections of chapters 3, 4, and 5. In this section I recapitulate some of the more

promising of these ideas, and discuss a few other possibilities.

The most significant gains will probably come from improved models for p(w|h, s),

which are the core of the predictor. The modeling approach I have taken for this

application is to start with very simple and efficient formulations, then gradually add

more sophistication and predictive accuracy without losing too much efficiency in the

process. An opposite approach would be to start with sophisticated noisy-channel

SMT models such as the classical IBM models 3-5 and their recent enhancements,

then try to develop custom search heuristics to permit real time prediction. Some

evidence in favour of this approach is to be found in by recent work by Germann et al

[54], where the model, rather than the search procedure, was found to be responsible
for the majority of translation errors—this may indicate that more radical heuristics

than those used in SMT might sill leave translation quality adequate for prediction.

However, my approach has the advantage of simplicity, of making it easier to obtain

true probability estimates for benefit estimation.

The most obvious way to improve the MEMD models I have described is to add

features that connect w to h through s, for instance by reducing the contributions of

source words that have already been translated, as described in chapter 4. This of

course would destroy the models' Markov property, but it would not preclude the use
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of efficient heuristics based on a modified version of the current Viterbi beam search.

An advantage to this modeling framework over the classical IBM one is that the

lack of latent variables makes the models far simpler to understand and work with,

obviating for instance the specialized heuristics that are necessary to do EM-based

training with the former. However, latent variables are an obvious way to model the

hidden connections between the source and target texts, so it may also be worthwhile

to explore their use within the MEMD framework, as suggested by [74,119].

An aspect of the maximum entropy technique that could be further exploited is

its ability to combine information from different sources. One possibility here is the

integration of the unit lexicon technique [76 and the unknown-word handling tech-

nique [49 used in TransType. A related issue is the use of preprocessing and external

knowledge sources. In the interest of simplicity, of facilitating comparisons, and of

maintaining language independence, I have avoided any processing of the inputs to

the models beyond tokenization and lettercase mapping. There are many other steps

that would potentially be useful for either reducing ambiguity or combatting data

sparseness, such as lemmatization, tagging, word-sense disambiguation, grammatical

regularization, etc. External knowledge sources such as monolingual and bilingual

dictionaries also have potential. All these techniques would have to be used selec-

tively, but the ME framework would make it easy to integrate them into the current

models.

Another major opportunity for improvement is offered by the presence of the

surrounding context H and S, which could be used to adapt p(w|h, s) to the current

text and to the preferences of its current user. Since there has been no research

on this question to date, it is not clear how much is to be gained by it, but there

seem to be many interesting possibilities such as being able to learn the translation

of new words and terms from the translator, or to learn which of many permissible

translations is preferred in the current context.

Apart from improvements to the models for predicting text, it is clear that many
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improvements could also be made to the user model. A simple example is to build in

some notion of the significance of words (as opposed to just characters) for both read-

ing and editing, which is completely ignored in the current version. Other possibilities

including adaptation have been discussed at the end of chapter 5. As mentioned ear-

lier, however, further development should probably await more user-based research

on interfaces for prediction.

Taking a step back from the prediction problem as it has been defined here, there

are some other ways of using the basic predictive capability that could be explored,

such as waiting for a prompt from the user to display proposals, or waiting until

the user has paused for a certain period of time, or displaying the results of longer

and longer searches progressively until stopped by the user. Many of the techniques

developed here could be used in these scenarios with little modification. Taking an-

other step back, there are many other interesting possibilities inherent in the idea of

TTMIMT, such as the editing mode described in chapter 2, that could rely on similar

techniques. These and other ideas will be investigated in the upcoming TransType 2

project, recently begun under the auspices of the European Commission's 5th Frame-

work programme.

u
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Appendix A

PREDICTION EXAMPLES

In this appendix, I give examples of proposals generated using the best predictor

configuration (the ME]V[D2B model with correction factors and "exact" string prefix

probabilities) for the Realistic simulation. The top line for each example is the source

sentence, and the following lines show the growing target text. Each line corresponds

to a new proposal, and the difference between successive lines indicates whether the

user accepted the proposal or just typed the next character.

The text of each proposal is shown within slashes, where the 1st slash is at the

current cursor position. Proposals are followed by information of the form {B' B p),

where B' is the benefit 5(x, h, s) estimated by the predictor, B is the actual benefit

2?(x, h, s, k, a) to the user, and p is the corrected probability assigned to the proposal

by the model. Empty proposals are shown by two consecutive slashes.

The three examples show predictions for increasing M, from 1 to 3. For single-

word completion, most of the time the system makes no proposal, because it knows

that short words cannot benefit the user. Both times it does make a proposal the

user profits. For two-word and three-word settings, the predictor makes more pro-

posais, reflecting several high probability sequences. These help the simulated user

to establish the text in fewer keystrokes, though note that correct proposals are not

always accepted as soon as they appear.

0
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Example 1: M = l

i wish all 16 participating teams good luck

u

// (0/0 l)

J// (0/0 l)

je// (0/0 l)

je // (0/0 l)

je s/ouhaite / (0.0835765/2.8043 0.485098)

je souhaite // (0/0 l)

je souhaite b// (0/0 l)

je souhaite bo// (0/0 l)

je souhaite bon// (0/0 l)

je souhaite bonn// (0/0 l)

je souhaite bonne// (0/0 l)

je souhaite bonne // (0/0 l)

je souhaite bonne c// (0/0 l)

je souhaite bonne ch// (0/0 l)

je souhaite bonne cha// (0/0 l)

je souhaite bonne chan// (0/0 l)

je souhaite bonne chanc// (0/0 l)

je souhaite bonne chaiice// (0/0 l)

je souhaite bonne chance // (0/0 l)

je souhaite bonne chance a// (0/0 l)

je souhaite bonne chance au// (0/0 l)

je souhaite bonne chance aux// (0/0 l)

je souhaite bonne chance aux // (0/0 l)
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je souhaite bonne chance aux 1// (0/0 l)

je souhaite bonne chance aux 16// (0/0 l)

je souhaite bonne chance aux 16 // (0/0 l)

je souhaite bonne chdnce aux 16 é// (0/0 l)

je souhaite bonne chance aux 16 éq// (0/0 l)

je souhaite bonne chance aux 16 équ// (0/0 l)

je souhaite bonne chance aux 16 équi// (0/0 l)

je souhaite bonne chance aux 16 équip// (0/0 l)

je souhaite bonne chance aux 16 équipe// (0/0 l)

je souhaite bonne chance aux 16 équipes// (0/0 l)

je souhaite bonne chance aux 16 équipes /participantes /

(2.41019/8.37438 0.823257)

je souhaite bonne chance aux 16 équipes participantes // (0/0 l)

u
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Example 2: M == 2

i wish all 16 participating teams good luck

// (0/0 l)

J// (0/0 l)

je// (0/0 l)

je // (0/0 l)

je s/ouhaite / (0.0835765/2.8043 0.485098)

je souhaite /bonne chance / (0.180152/-0.259992 0.283069)

je souhaite b/onne chance / (0.913672/6.51768 0.863957)

je souhaite bonne chance // (0/0 l)

je souhaite bonne chance a// (0/0 l)

je souhaite bonne chaince au// (0/0 l)

je souhaite bonne chance aux// (0/0 l)

je souhaite bonne chance aux /équipes participantes /

(0.485547/-0.423284 0.115703)

je souhaite bonne chance aux 1// (0/0 l)

je souhaite bonne cheuice aux 16// (0/0 l)

je souhaite bonne chaiice aux 16 // (0/0 l)

je souhaite bonne chance aux 16 é/quipes participdntes /

(2.39215/-0.405141 0.39527)

je souhaite bonne chance aux 16 éq/uipes participantes /

(2.20953/13.9445 0.414935)

u
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Example 3: M = 3

i wish all 16 participating teams good luck

// (0/0 l)

J// (0/0 l)

je// (0/0 l)

je // (0/0 l)

je s/ouhaite bonne chance / (0.0923722/-0.405141 0.137312)

je so/uhaite bonne chance / (0.10894/13.9445 0.164713)

je souhaite bonne chance // (0/0 l)

je souhaite bonne chance a// (0/0 l)

je souhaite bonne chance au// (0/0 l)

je souhaite bonne chance aux/ équipes participantes /

(0.140124/-0.441428 0.112948)

je souhaite bonne chance aux /équipes participantes /

(0.485547/-0.423284 0.115703)

je souhaite bonne chance aux 1// (0/0 l)

je souhaite bonne chance aux 16// (0/0 l)

je souhaite bonne chance aux 16 // (0/0 l)

je souhaite bonne chance aux 16 é/quipes participantes /

(2.39215/-0.405141 0.39527)

je souhaite bonne chance aux 16 éq/uipes participantes /

(2.20953/13.9445 0.414935)

je souhaite bonne chance aux 16 équipes participantes // (0/0 l)

u
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Appendix B

STATISTICAL MACHINE TRANSLATION

u

Modern statistical machine translation began with the seminal work by the IBM

group, described in 23] and several other papers [13,15,22,24,26]. Although some

radically different approaches have been proposed—for example, Wu's stochastic in-

version transduction grammars [125], Alshawi's head automata [3], and other work

on stochastic finite-state transducers [10,117]—the field has for the most part con-

centrated on the series of models defined by the IBM group, or fairly minor variations

thereof.1 The bulk of research in recent years has been devoted to search algorithms

(see the list of cites in section 3.1), but some attention has also been paid to the mod-

els themselves, with notable enhacements including the introduction of HMM-based

alignments [40,116], and the incorporation of syntactic constraints [101,121].

In this chapter, I give a very brief overview of the IBM translation models, along

with the extension to HMM-based alignments, which seems the most obvious and

natural of the proposed enhancements to the original framework. To make the main

ideas easier to follow, I omit most of the technical detail from Brown et al's original

description.

B.l The Noisy Channel

The IBM models are based on a noisy-channel (or source-channel) conceptualization,

in which an original text in some language is considered to have been corrupted dur-

1 This excludes related work in example-based MT, which is currently a very active field—see for

example the papers in [122]; and also some slightly more distant work on learning non-probabilistic

finite-state transducers—see the papers in [59].
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ing passage through a noisy channel (or an encoding process), to produce an observed

text in another language. The task of translation is therefore seen as decoding or re-

versing the efTect of the corruption to recover the original text from the observed one.

This conceptualization leads to many insights based on parallels to cryptography and

communication theory (for example, that it may be possible to learn model param-

eters without needing aligned texts [71]), but it has the unfortunate consequence of

creating ambiguity about what the term source text should refer to. Some authors

prefer to follow the natural convention in MT—used throughout this thesis—in which

the source text is the given text to be translated; others adopt noisy-channel notation

in which the source text is the original text to be recovered (ie, the target text in the

natural MT convention). To avoid confusion, in this chapter I will follow Brown et

al's lead and describe models for the specific case of French to English translation.

The problem in SMT is to find the most likely English translation e for a given

French text2 f according to a model for p(e[f):

e = argmaxj?(e|f)
e

= argmaxp(e)p(f|e)
e

u

where the second line embodies the noisy channel, and is referred to by Brown et

al as the "fundamental equation of SMT". This converts the original problem of

modeling p(e|f) into two related problems: building a language model p{e) and a

"reversed" translation model p(f|e). Both are simpler than the original, because p(e)

is concerned only with the statistical properties of English, and p(f|e) only with the

translation relation between English and French. The idea is that, during the search

for e, p(f|e) can afford to sanction ungrammatical candidates for e that appear to

be strongly related to f, because these will get filtered out by p(e) in any case. See

section 3.5.1 for further comments on the effects of reversing the translation model.

2 As is usual in MT, e and f are sentences. More precisely, in the IBM Candide SMT system
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B.2 Alignments

A key concept in the IBM models for p(f|e) is that of an alignment that describes

the translation relation between e and f. Viewing e and f as sets of tokens, e =

{ei,..., ej} and f = {/i,..., f j}, an alignment is a subset of the Cartesian product

e x f. The occurrence of a pair (e,, f j) within an alignment means that there is some

valid relation between e, and fj. Although this is quite a general way of capturing

the relation between e and f, it is not expressive enough to represent all phenomena

of interest in translation. For example, it cannot simultaneously capture the fact that

drug manufacturer is translated as fabricant de médicaments in some larger context

and that fabricant is a direct translation of manufacturer but medicaments is not.

This is because the only way to represent non-decomposable translation relations

between groups of words is add their whole Cartesian product to the alignment. To

address this deficiency, some notion of hierarchy would be required, or perhaps a

system of differentiating between different links within an alignment.

Alignments are used within the IBM models as latent variables that motivate

independence hypotheses; that is, via the expansion:

p(f|e)=^p(f,a|e) (B.l)
a

where a denotes an alignment in e x f. To facilitate independence assumptions, and

to permit training with the EM algorithm in the (typical) absence of hand-annotated

alignment data, permissible alignments are restricted to those in which each French

word connects to either 1 English word or none at all. The latter situation is denoted

by a connection to a special null word eo? which is deemed to be prepended to e. Thus

the alignments used within all ÏBM. models are asymmetrical, permitting relations like

[13] they are transformed versions of sentences input to a synthesis procedure and output from

an analysis procedure, respectively. Since analysis and synthesis are usually very rudimentary in

SMT (eg casemapping, local grammatical regularization, etc), the distinction between the actual

sentences and their transformed versions is not important for understanding the model.
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Figure B.l. One possible alignment between the English text on the left and
the French text on the right (for French to English translation). French
words connected to the null word are shown without lines.

u

potato / pomme de terre in which a single English word connects to many French words,

but not ones like red tape {paperasserie in which the converse holds. A consequence

of this is that alignments can be represented very simply as vectors which, for each

French word, give the index of the English word that it connects to: a == ui,. ..,aj,

where each aj isin 0.. .7. Figure B.l shows a well-formed English/French alignment.

B.3 Training

The IBM models form a sequence, numbered from 1 to 5. In general, each model

adds extra parameters to the previous one in the sequence and/or provides a slightly

different interpretation of the original parameters. The point of this is that, for the

more powerful models 3 to 5, there is no known algorithm for efficiently computing
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the sum over all alignments in equation (B.l). A way around this might be to

approximate the sum by the probability p(f, a|e) of the most likely (Viterbi) alignment

à, but unfortunately this cannot be found in reasonable time either. By themselves,

therefore, these models cannot be used for practical translation. In fact, they cannot

even be trained on sentence-aligned text, because there is no way of computing the

alignment probabilities p(a|e, f) = p(f, a[e)/p(f|e) required for the EM algorithm.3

Brown et al's solution to this is to begin with two simpler models for which p(î\e)

can be computed exactly and efficiently in 0(7, J} time. Model 1 has the additional

property that parameter estimates calculated with the EM algorithm from sentence-

aligned text give a global maximum for the training corpus likelihood, rather than just

the usual local maximum. In other words, its final parameter values are independent

of whatever initial values have been assigned. Model 2 does not have this property,

so its lexical parameters (described below) are initialized with the final values from

model 1.

The training algorithm for models 3, 4, and 5 relies on the fact that, although

it is not feasible to calculate the sum over all alignments for these models, it is

possible to calculate the probability of any given alignment. All of these models

therefore approximate ^aJ?(f, a|e) by ^aesP(^' ale)' where 5' is a small set of"good"

alignments according to some heuristic. For model 3, S is established by exploring

alignments close to model 2's Viterbi alignment, and keeping the most probable subset

of these. For model 4, S is established the same way, except that model 3 is used to

3 Training on word-aligned text would be possible, but unlike sentence alignments, making high-

quality word alignments requires expensive human annotation.

4 More precisely, define the neighbourhood of a to be the set of all alignments reachable by moving

a single link, swapping two links, or making no change. Starting with model 2's Viterbi alignment,

do a greedy search through successive neighbourhoods—always picking the best new alignment

according to model 3—until the best alignment stops changing. Then add all alignments in

its neighbourhood to S. Do the same thing starting with all possible pegged model 2 Viterbi

alignments, where a pegged Viterbi alignment is the most probable alignment constrained to have
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do an initial pruning because calculating p(ae, f) is much more expensive with model

4.5 Model 5 uses model 4's 5", with some of the least probable alignments according

to model 4 removed (thus model 5 is not used at all to define its own S). Each

of these models begins training with parameter estimates derived from the previous

ones. Also; because all preceding models except for model 1 are required to find S,

any parameters they do not share with the later models need to be updated as the

later ones are trained.

B.4 Models 1, 2, and HMM

Models 1 and 2, as well as the HMM model proposed in [116], are based on the

following approximation:

p(f,a|e) = p(f\a,e)p[a\e)

Rï P(^|e) H p(/,|e^.)p(a|e).
j=l...J

(J

Thus, in all models, the probability of each French word depends only on the English

word to which it is linked through the current alignment. This is captured by lexical

parameters of the form p{f\e), which can be thought of as a large statistical bilingual

dictionary with an entry for every possible pair of English/French words. p{J\e) is

necessary in order to normalize p(f|e) over all lengths of f, and is modeled as uniform

up to some large value of J.

These models differ only in how they assign probabilities to different alignments.

Model 1 considers all alignments equally likely, with probability j?(a|e) = 1/(J+ I)'7.

Model 2 assumes that connections depend only on the positions of the words being

some specified link.

5 Each neighbourhood is first ranked according to model 3, and the best alignment is defined as

the highest ranked one which, according to model 4, improves on the original alignment.
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linked:
J

p(a[e) ^Y[p(aj\j,I,J),
y=i

where the alignment parameters p(i\j, I, J) give the probability that the jth French

word connects to the îth English word. The HMM model assumes that the probability

of each connection depends on the previous one:

J

j?(a|e)=]^[p(ûj|a,_i,J),
J=l

In this model, since there is no dependence on the current position j in the French

sentence, it is reasonable to make the parameters p(i\i\ I) depend only on the distance

|î — î'| between the English positions connected to consecutive French words, rather

than the actual values of those positions. This can be accomplished with standard

parameter-tying techniques [66].

Because connections are independent of each other in models 1 and 2, the sum

over all alignments in equation (B.l) can be factored in a particularly efficient way.

Letting Xa, = p{fj\e^)p(aj\j, I, J):
J J

^p(f,a|e) = ^]^p{fj\e^p(aj\j,I,J)=^Y[x^
a a j=l

I I

a J=l

:= E---I.(-rai X,0-J)
ai =0

I

aj=0

I I

= (^^)(^.EoJ---(^^)
02=0 aj=0ai =0

J l J I

= nE^=nE^ie^^'J'J)'
j'=l aj=0 j'=l i=0

(B.2)

where for model l, p{i\j, I, J) = 1/(J+1). This reduces the time required to calculate

the sum to 0{IJ} time, compared to 0(</(J+ 1) ) for the naive algorithm. A siinilar

method can be used to find the Viterbi alignment in 0{IJ) time. Although this

factorization does not work for the HMM model, there is an obvious isomorphism
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between it and the classical HMM model [104 , so both EM training (via the forward-

backward algorithm) and the Viterbi algorithm can be carried out in 0(I2J) time.

B.5 Models 3, 4, and 5

Models 1 and 2 are based on a generative process in which, for each position in the

French sentence, first a connecting position in the English sentence is chosen, then

the French word is filled in on the basis of the English word in that position. In the

later models this is reversed. For each English word, first the number of French words

it produces (its fertility) is established, then the identities of those words, and finally

their positions. These models differ from models 1 and 2 by explicitly parameterizing

fertilities, and also in the way they assign word positions, which is not based explicitly

on alignments (though it results in exactly the same kind of restricted alignment as

used by the earlier models). One consequence of this is that the factorization in

(B.2) no longer applies. Models 3, 4, and 5 share with models 1 and 2 the fact that

the identity of each French word depends only on the English word to which it is

connected within an alignment. Thus the main bulk of the parameters—the table of

lexical probabilities p(f\e) — is common to all 5 models. The later models differ from

each other only in the way they assign positions to French words. Since the equations

describing these models are substantially more complex than for the earlier models,

I give only a brief description of their parameters below.

Model 3 includes a set of fertility parameters of the form p(<?i>|e) which capture

the propensity of different English words to translate to differing numbers of French

words. For example, one would expect p{3\potato) to be higher than p{2\potato),

reflecting the fact that potato usually translates into pomme de terre. Note that fer-

tilities have no connection to the actual words selected as translations, so that model

3 would be happier with potato/pomme pomme pomme than with potatof pomme de

terre if p[pomme\potat6) were higher than the other lexical probabilities involved
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in this expression. In keeping with the generative process described above, model

3 replaces model 2's alignment probabilities with a set of distortion probabilities

p(j\i,I, J), that describe the distribution of French positions for a given English po-

sition. The null word eo is treated as a special case for both fertility and distortion

parameters, but I will omit the details here.

Model 4 replaces model 3's distortion parameters with parameters intended to

model the way the set of French words generated by a single English word tends

to behave as a unit for the purpose of assigning positions. There are two families of

parameters, one for placing the first word in a unit, and another for placing subsequent

words. The first word in the ith unit (the translation of e;) is assigned to position j

in the French sentence with probability p(j — [7,_i|e,,/,'), where ?7,_i is the average

position of the words in the i - 1th unit.6 Note that this assignment depends on

the identities of both the English word and the first French word in its translation.

To avoid sparseness problems, Brown et al make these parameters depend on 50

equivalence classes defined over the French and English vocabularies, rather than the

actual words themselves. The positions j of the subsequent words in a unit each

depend on the position of the previous one, with probability p{j — Uij-i\fj), where

Uij gives the position of the j'th word in the ith unit. As before, the dependence on

f j is expressed through an equivalence class.

Models 3 and 4 are deficient in that they assign non-zero probability to French

"sentences" in which more than one word may occupy the same position. This is

because there is nothing in their distortion distributions that precludes this possi-

bility. The purpose of model 5 is to correct model 4's deficiency—it adds no extra

information, just ensures that the final distribution p(f|e) sums to 1. The details are

highly technical, so I omit them here.

(J 6 Where i here is a reindexing of the positions in the English sentence that excludes empty units,

ie English words that translate to nothing.
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Appendix C

FEATURE SELECTION IN A FRENCH MEMD

LANGUAGE MODEL

(J

This appendix describes an exercise to construct a dynamic MEMD language

model based on the use of trigger features to boost (or lower) the probabilities of

certain words when other triggering words have occurred recently. Although the

results of the experiments are somewhat disappointing, the techniques used are similar

to those in chapters 3 and 4. Many of these, such as the MEMD framework itself,

Berger et al's gains algorithm, Printz' algorithm, and the ITS algorithm are explained

in much greater technical detail here than in the previous chapters.

C.l Introduction

The trigram [64] is the most widely-used language model. It is based on the assump-

tion that only the last two words in a history are significant when predicting what

will come next: p(w|h) w p{w\w",w'), where h ends with w",w'. Advantages of the

trigram are that it is conceptually simple, very efficient to train and run, and gives

surprisingly good results. Its main disadvantage is that it relies on a very large num-

ber of parameters. This complicates implementation and makes maximum likelihood

estimates from relative frequencies unreliable (for example, any trigram not observed

in the training corpus will be assigned a probability of zero, whereas intuitively even

the largest training corpora will not include a large number of rare but linguistically

valid trigrams). An effective and popular solution to the latter problem is to smooth

raw ML trigram estimates by incorporating information from more reliable bigram

and unigram estimates.
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Although the smoothed trigram is obviously flawed as a model of natural language,

it has proven surprisingly difficult to come up with alternatives that significantly

outperform it. One problem is that it is hard to find an effective way of incorporating

additional information into a trigram. To illustrate this, consider a cache model

65,73] consisting of a unigram distribution estimated from relative frequencies over

the last several hundred words of h. Clearly this captures information about recent

lexical preferences that would be useful in enhancing static trigram predictions at the

current position.. However, the optimum method for combining trigram and cache

distributions is not obvious. A standard approach is to take a linear combination

of the form a p^, {u)\h) + b pcache(^|h), where a+b = l, but this method has the

drawback that it tends to average over the strengths and weaknesses of both models.

In a context where the trigram is able to make a confident prediction but the cache is

unsure, for example, the combining weights will dilute the strength of the trigram's

prediction. In principle this could be remedied by making the combining weights

depend on h, but in practice (as in this example) it is not always obvious how to do

this in such a way that the weights themselves can be estimated reliably.

An alternate approach for combining information from different sources has re-

cently become popular for NLP applications. This technique, known as Maximum

Entropy/Minimum Divergence (MEMD) modeling, uses a collection of features —

real-valued functions /(w, h)—to capture arbitrary relations between a word and its

context. There are no restrictions on what can constitute a feature. For example, a

feature could return the frequency of w in the last hundred words of h (analogous

to a cache model); or it might capture the fact that w belongs to a particular gram-

matical category and that the last few words in h belong to a particular sequence of

grammatical categories; or it might indicate w's semantic class. The main strength of

MEI\/[D modeling is that it provides great flexibility for combining disparate sources

of information; and furthermore, in contrast to techniques like linear combination, it

does so in a theoretically-justified way, as will be described in the next section.
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The drawback to MEMD is that it is very computationally expensive. For ex-

ample, although it would be possible to construct the equivalent of a trigram model

within this framework, the implementation would be very cumbersome. Fortunately,

there is a way around this: MEMD also provides for a reference distribution, which

plays a role similar to that of a Bayesian prior. In the case of language modeling,

a natural candidate for this distribution is a smoothed trigram. Using a trigram as

a reference model gives the MEMD model good baseline performance, and one can

hope to find a set of features that will improve substantially on this baseline without

sacrificing too much of the trigram's efficiency as a result.

The main challenge in MEMD modeling is finding a maximally informative set

of features. Linguistically-motivated heuristics can be used to define feature sets,

but a better approach is to use linguistic knowledge to define an initial large pool of

candidate features and then select a subset from this pool on the basis of empirical

evaluation (the assumption here is that the initial pool is either too large to be

practical or so large as to overfit the training corpus). Berger et al [15] have described

a powerful and natural algorithm for feature selection, but unfortunately it is too

expensive to be used for full-scale language models trained over large corpora. In a

recent paper [103], Printz suggests a much more efficient variation on Berger et al's

algorithm, which has the potential to make automatic feature selection more viable

for language modeling.

In this work I describe a MEMD language model for French which uses a smoothed

trigram as a reference distribution and a set of triggers as features. Triggers are

functions of the form:

l, u occurs in the last L words of h, and v = w

0, else

where u and v are words in the vocabulary, and the "window length" parameter

L is the same for all triggers. Triggers are a kind of generalization of a unigram

cache model (which can be thought of as a collection of "self triggers" /uu)> but

/^(w,h) =
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with frequency replaced by a binary indicator function for reasons of efficiency and

robustness. They were Erst used by Rosenfeld [81,106] within a ME framework very

similar to the one I describe here, but with the important difference that in Rosenfeld's

case trigrams were incorporated as features instead of within a reference distribution.

Triggers have also been used by Berger and Printz [14] .

The aim of my experiments was twofold: to evaluate Printz' algorithm, both

from a practical standpoint and empirically by comparing it to a simple heuristic

method for selecting trigger features; and to measure the performance improvement

over a trigram obtainable by using trigger features within an MEMD framework, in

comparison to the improvement given by a roughly equivalent cache model in a linear

combination.

The rest of this appendix is structured as follows: section 2 gives a formal de-

scription of the MEMD method, section 3 describes the feature selection algorithms,

section 4 describes the training algorithms, section 5 describes the experimental setup

and results, and section 6 concludes.

C.2 Maximum Entropy/Mîîiîmum Divergence Model

A M:EMD model has the form:

p(w|h) = ç(w|h) exp(a . f(w, h))/Z(h), (C.l)

where c(w]h) is a reference distribution, f(w,h) maps (w,h) into an n-dimensional

feature vector, a is a vector of feature weights (the parameters of the model), and

Z(h) is a normalizing factor (the sum over all w of the numerator term). Letting

g(w h) = exp(/o(^,h)), we can write:

log s(w, h) = fo{w,h)+a-f(w,h) (C.2)

where s(w,h) is the numerator in (C.l). It is easy to see that the right hand side of

(0.2) represents a single-layer neural net with n + 1 inputs, a fixed weight of l on
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input 0, and a single output which gives a score for (iu,h). (C.l) applies a softmax

function summed over all words to this output. Alternately, the model can be thought

of as computing a function from h to a vector of scores, one for each word. In this

case, the net consists of TV units, where W is the vocabulary, the input and output

of zu'th unit are described by (C.2), and the vector of weights a is constrained to be

identical for all units.

As their name implies, ]VIEMD models can also be given an information-theoretic

interpretation. Suppose we are confident that the expected values of the feature func-

tions with respect to the empirical distribution p defined by the data are an accurate

reflection of their true values. If this is all that is known about the true distribu-

tion, a reasonable estimation strategy is to use the distribution that has maximum

entropy among all those which have the desired expected values. The idea is to avoid

making any inferences which are not supported by the data. If, in addition to the

data, some prior (or reference) distribution q is available, then finding the distribution

with maximum entropy can be generalized to finding the distribution p with mini-

mum Kullback-Leibler divergence (relative entropy) D(p\\q) from the reference, where

D(p\\q) = ^^p(x) \og[p(x)/qÇx)]. Given ç and a set of expected-value constraints of
the form:

Ep[fi{w,h)]=Ep[f,{w,h)], z=l...n,

it can be shown [15] that the distribution which satisfies the constraints with minimum

divergence from ç is unique and has the form:

p{w, h) = ç(w, h) exp(a • î(w, h))/Z

where Z is the sum over all (w, h) of the numerator. (For most NL applications, Z is

too expensive to compute, so the conditional form (C.l) is used instead of the joint—

fortunately, Z cancels out when deriving the conditional using Bayes law.) Remark-

ably, it can also be shown that the minimum discrimination information distribution

is also the maximum likelihood distribution with respect to a, and furthermore that
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likelihood is a convex function of a, so hillclimbing techniques are guaranteed (in

principle) to find the MDI/ML distribution in this case.

In certain fields such as physics (where the technique originated [62,63]), this

result is of direct practical utility, because the expected values of a relatively small

number of parameters can be measured with precision. However, for most NLP

applications—including language modeling—it is not, because the reliable statistics

on which the model should be based are unknown. Features must therefore be estab-

lished. using heuristics, as described in the next section.

It is interesting to examine intuitively how a model of the form (C.l) differs

from linear combination as a method of combining different sources of information.

To simplify the comparison, suppose that there are two equally-valuable sources of

information to be combined, captured in the case of linear combination by two dis-

tributions pi and pa with a weight of .5, and in the case of MEIVED by two feature

functions /i and f^, each with a weight of 1. Suppose that, in some context, pi and

/i both make a maximally strong prediction of some word w, while ps and /2 are

maximally uncertain. Then the resulting linear combination will assign a probability

of .75 to w, but the MEMD model will assign a probability approaching 1. Thus

MEMD exhibits a built-in bias in favour of strong predictions, (and also strong anti-

predictions) which may lead it to outperform a linear combination whenever such

preferences are based on reliable empirical evidence.

C.3 Feature Selection

The intuition which underlies Berger et al's feature-selection algorithm is simply that,

because training a MEMD model involves maximizing the likelihood, the optimum

set of features of a given size should be the one which assigns highest likelihood

to the corpus. Since determining the likelihood associated with all feature sets is

combinatorially impossible, a sensible strategy is to grow a set one feature at a time
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by greedily adding at each step the new feature which gives the greatest increase in

likelihood over the current model. However, even this is very expensive, because it

necessitates training a new model for each candidate feature that is to be evaluated.

Berger et al therefore advocate holding all parameters of the current model fixed and

optimizing only the weight associated with the current candidate feature. Formally,

define the gain, G f, due to a feature / to be its associated maximum log-likelihood

ratio:

= max G/(a) = max ^ logpî-Q^-
~a~~ T -' p(w;a

0

where w = wi, ...,WT is the training corpus, p is the model at the current step, and

p f a is p with the addition of the feature / with a weight of a. The feature which gets

added to the model at each step will be the one with the highest gain.

The essential step in feature selection is therefore that of maximizing G f {a) in

d;. Berger et al observe that this can be done in parallel for all candidate features at

once, and suggest using Newton's method to find the root of the derivative G'f {a}.
Each iteration of Newton's method requires one pass over the corpus to calculate

G'f (a) and G'^(o') for the current value of a.1 Although this is not substantially more
expensive than training a model (see the next section), it must be kept in mind that

the purpose of feature selection is to winnow a very large initial pool of features down

to a manageable size. If the initial pool is too large to permit training in a reasonable

time, it will also be too large to permit gains to be computed in a reasonable time.2

Another difficulty with this method of feature selection stems from its incremental

1 Alternately, certain values associated with each feature can be calculated in a single pass over

the corpus and stored in memory, allowing the algorithm to proceed without any future references

to the corpus. For large feature sets and corpora the memory requirements of this technique are

prohibitive.

2 Note, though, that there is one important difference between training and computing gains:

features interact during training but not when computing gains. This means that gains could still

be computed, sequentially, for a set of features that was too big to fit in memory at once.
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nature: searching a large pool of features for the best subset of size 100k, for example,

would require 100k feature-addition steps and therefore at least this many passes over

the corpus.

Printz' method addresses both these problems. First, he suggests that Newton's

algorithm can be replaced by an approximated function method which requires only

a single pass over the corpus. Second, he advocates doing away with repeated feature

addition steps by simply using the gain over the reference model as a measure of

a feature's worth in the final model. His method can therefore be summarized as

follows: compute approximate gains with respect to the reference model in a single

pass over the corpus, rank features in order of decreasing approximate gain, then

select the optimum cutoff point in this ranking. In theory, this seems a radically

suboptimal search, but it is justified if it allows for the fruitful exploration of very

large feature sets which would otherwise remain inaccessible.3

The core of Printz' algorithm is the approximated function method, which in

essence works as follows. For each feature / (in parallel, if desired ), compute the

value of G'f{a~} over a pre-determined set of test points {o-i,..., o'Tv}. Fit these points
using least-squares polynomial interpolation, then use the interpolating function to

solve numerically for the root, which approximates a, the optimum weight for /.

Finally, integrate the interpolating function numerically (over a range which depends

on a) to get an approximation for G'y.4 Of all these steps, only the computation of

Gj-{a) depends on the corpus, so the algorithm requires only a single pass (assuming

3 My own experience underscores this last point: machine-time limitations forced me to evaluate

Printz' algorithm by comparing it only to a simple heuristic, rather than to Berger et al's algorithm

as well, which would have been more interesting.

41 have glossed over many details here, in the process obscuring the reason for using numerical

rather than analytic integration when the interpolating function is apparently a polynoinial. In

actual fact, for technical reasons, the interpolating function is the reciprocal of a polynomial, and

the least-squares fit is to the reciprocals of the test points.
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a memory overhead of S times the number of features, for storing intermediate values

ofGl//o-i),...,G'/(^)).
The approximated function method has a fairly large number of parameters which

must be tuned, including stopping criteria for the three numerical algorithms used

(least-squares polynomial, Newton-Raphson root-finding, and Romberg integration),

order of the interpolating polynomial, and number and location of the test points.

Of these, I found that performance was particularly sensitive to the polynomial order

and the location of test points, with severe degradation in cases where the test points

failed to bracket a, or where a was a large negative value and the polynomial order

was low. Furthermore, I found that the accuracy of the numerical approximation

to G f was very sensitive to small errors in the estimate of a, suggesting that, where

time permits, it might be better to use an additional pass over the corpus to calculate

the true values of G f (a), (where a is the approximation to a) instead of relying on

numerical integration. Table C.3 shows the performance of Printz' algorithm on a

small set of triggers, and illustrates that—for this test at least—the resulting feature

ordering does not correspond to the true ordering. However, because the results

seem fairly reasonable, to save time I adopted Printz' parameter values verbatim,

and used a 4th order polynomial with the (logscale) test points {—1,0,2,6,10,14}

for all experiments.

C.4 Training

A simple way to train MEJVED models is by gradient ascent. The log-likelihood of the

corpus is given by:

logp(w)=^logç(wt|ht)+a.f(w,h))-logZ(ht).
t=l

(J
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GfW Gf{à) Gf{&) a à trigger

7.436-05 7.20e-05 6.78e-05 0.810 1.012 m. -^ m.

2.50e-05 1.98e-05 7.38e-05 -0.389 -2.510 gouvernement -» président

1.84e-05 1.26e-05 4.88e-05 -0.385 -1.490 je -^ loi

8.17e-06 6.41e-06 1.61e-06 0.281 0.186 président -» est

7.65e-06 7.21e-06 1.17e-05 -0.258 -0.645 ministre -> canada

3.82e-06 3.82e-06 3.89e-06 -0.103 -0.104 est -^ je

2.69e-06 2.42e-06 4.52e-06 -0.133 -0.182 a -^ gouvernement

2.69e-06 2.01e-06 5.84e-06 -0.161 -0.364 gouvernement-^ canada

9.87e-07 3.44e-07 3.05e-06 -0.098 -0.238 nous -> ministre

6.88e-07 6.50e-07 1.04e-06 -0.070 -0.234 loi ^ canada

Table C.l. Performance of Printz' algorithm on a set of trigger features se-
lected randomly from among frequent words, over a 390k word training corpus.
Features are ordered by decreasing true gain G f (a) calculated by training, for
each feature, a single-feature model with a reference trigram distribution, to
get the optimum weight a. à denotes the approximation to a, and G f is the
approximated gain.

0
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Difïerentiating with respect to the zth weight:

(9 log p(w)
Qa,

y^,M_a^M
/ -l
(=1

T

= ^/,Kh<)-^;
t=l w

Qoii

q(w\ht)fi{w, ht) exp(a • f(w, h())
Z(ht)

This expression can be used to update each parameter.in the usual way, either in

"batch" mode:

^^^,3]^w,
or by using the individual terms in the sum to update parameters at each position in

the corpus.

Although gradient ascent is simple to implement, its convergence properties are

heavily dependent on the gradient step r/, and it can be difficult to specify ahead of

time an optimum value (or progression of values) for this variable. Berger et al [15]

describe a specialized training algorithm for MEMD called Improved Iterative Scaling

(IIS), based on earlier work by Darroch and Ratcliff [42], which converges much faster

than gradient ascent and does not require setting a step parameter.

Each iteration of IIS involves solving numerically (via Newton's algorithm) for a

weight update quantity A^ in the following equation:

^[/,(w,h)exp(A,f#(w,h))] = ^[/,(w,h)],

where f^(w, h) gives the number of features which are active (take on non-zero values)

for (w,h), and the expected values are with respect to p(w,h) and p{w,h) respec-

lively. Once Ai has been calculated for each weight Q'i, all weights are updated

according to: a, <— CK; + A,, and the process continues until convergence.

A major problem with this equation is that, for language models, the expectation

with respect to the joint model p{w, h) is impossible to compute due to the sum over

h. To get around this, a common solution is to use the distribution p(h)p(wh) instead

oîp(w, h); in other words, to constrain the marginal of the joint model to its empirical
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value during training. Under this assumption, and the fact that p(hf) = IT at each

position t in the corpus, the above equation becomes:

T

y.y.
(/ -' / ^
t=l w

p(w\ht}f,{w, hi) exp(A^(w, h()) = TEp[fi{w, h)}

The key to implementing IIS efficiently is to observe that this can be rewritten as

a polynomial by making the transformation 7, = exp(A,):

T

EE
t=l w

p(w|h,)/,(w,h,)7f(w'ht) = T^[/,(^,h)].

Thus if the set of (integer) values that f#() takes on whenever feature i is active

throughout the corpus is known,5 the main part of the algorithm reduces to collecting

the values of the coefficients corresponding to these exponents. At the end of each

iteration, when the coefficients are known for all features, Newton's algorithm can be

applied to solve efficiently for the value of 7^ that satisfies the polynomial equation

for each feature.

The costly part of IIS is computing p(w h) for each word in the vocabulary and

each history in the corpus. Rather than describing in detail how I dealt with this,

I will sketch an efficient method for calculating Z(h), which indicates the essence of

the approach; similar techniques were applied to gradient ascent and Printz' feature

selection algorithm. The main idea is to organize the lookup for the features which

are active (ie, non zero) on h to supply a set of words to which at least one of these

features applies. Calling this set A, we can write:

E
w

g(w|/i)exp(a-f(w,h)) = ^ ç(w|/i.) exp(a-f(w,h)) + ^ç(w|/i)
w£A w^A

= ^ç(w|7z)[exp(a.f(w,h))-l]+l,
w£A

5 This can be established in a single preliminary pass through the corpus, since these values don't

change during training.
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eliminating the sum over all "non-active" words in the vocabulary, which can increase

efficiency considerably when only a relatively small set of words are active for each

history, and when the reference model takes non-negligible time to compute.

In practical tests, I found that IIS gave much better results than gradient ascent,

usually converging within 20 iterations or so compared with 50 or more—for models

that can take days to train, this is a significant savings. I used IIS for all MEMD

training described in the next section.

C.5 Experiments

C.5.1 Test Setup

I ran all experiments using the French text of the Canadian Hansard corpus (tran-

scripts of parliamentary proceedings), for the years 86-94. After certain filtering

operations,6 the corpus consisted of about 34M words in 1008 files, with each file

usually corresponding to a single day's parliamentary record. An important charac-

teristic of the Hansard is that it is chronologically ordered, so adjacent files tend to

be similar, and later files contain more information about earlier ones than the con-

verse. Since most language model applications will involve new (ie, future) Hansard

text, this means that using a random selection of files as a test corpus will give opti-

mistic results when the rest of the corpus has been used for training. A more realistic

evaluation can be obtained by training on some initial portion of the Hansard and

testing on a later portion. Because of this, I split the corpus into contiguous train

and test portions with the training set further subdivided into a main block (A) and

two "held-out" blocks (B and C), as shown in table C. 5.1. Due to time constraints I

6 Eliminating sentences longer than 40 words, and those which do not translate into a single English

sentence. This was done for other work, and has no relevance to language modeling, but available

disk space did not permit me to maintain a separate version of the corpus with these constraints

removed.
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name purpose files words

train A main training 918 31,709,800

train B trigram interpolation parameters 30 1,082,350

train C feature cutoff 30 1,241,581

test test corpus 30 1,103,320

Table C.2. Corpus division; note that the four segments shown are contiguous
and in chronological order.

0

used only a single train/test split.

All training and testing was performed on a version of the corpus in which both

tokens (ie, word occurences) and sentences had been automatically identified. To

control for out-of-vocabulary words, all models used the same vocabulary, consisting

of all words which appeared more than once in blocks A and B, plus one special

unknown word UNK. During training, any word with frequency 1 in the corpus was

mapped to UNK; during testing, any word not found in the vocabulary was mapped

to UNK, and the probability of each UNK token was divided by the total number of

out-of-vocabulary words encountered in the text.

The models' performance was evaluated using the standard perplexity mea-

sure [8]. This is a geometric average over token probabilities, p(w)-l/'r, where
rTp(w)= F[fcip(wtlwi • • • •> w*-i) ls the probability assigned to the corpus by the model.

Perplexity is a useful measure because it takes on convenient values (on the order of

100), is independent of corpus size, and has an intuitive interpretation as the size

of a uniform distribution (assumed to contain the correct word) which would give

the same performance as the model being evaluated. One thing to note about this

measure is that its value is infinite whenever a model assigns zero probability to a

word in the corpus.
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C.5.2 Reference Model

The reference model for the MEMD models used in all experiments was a standard

interpolated trigram, of the form:

p(w|h) = <p3(w", w/)^3(w|w", w/) + (f)î(w", 'w'~)pî(w\'w1} +

= ^i (w//, w')pi (w) + 4)Q (W", W/)^o (w) ,

where pi{) is the empirical distribution over 2-grams, poCw) is a uniform distribu-

tion over all words in the vocabulary, and ^ is the weight associated with the

îth distribution when w" ,w' are the last two words in h. Following standard

practice, I let the weights depend on the frequency of the conditioning bigram, ie

[w",w') = çl>(freq(w",w/)), so there is one set of weights for each distinct bigram

frequency in the training corpus.7

The first step in creating this model was to count ngrams over block A. More

specifically, for î = l.. .3, î-gram frequencies were collected over sentences by

prepending i — l spécial markers to the beginning of each sentence, then sliding

a window of length i along the sentence, counting one z-gram at each position, until

the end of the window reached the end of the sentence. This resulted in 7,267,001 tri-

grams, 1,786,611 bigrams, and 66,509 unigrams; the total vocabulary contains 66,718

words. For each i, the associated empirical distribution is defined as:

p'(w-IWI'-'''"--I)=E?fe-^'
The next step was to estimate maximum likelihood values for the combining

weights (j)i(w",w'). The corpus used for this must be distinct from the one used to

collect ngram frequencies, otherwise there will be a bias toward higher-order ngrams;

it is easy to see that in the case when both corpora are identical, maximum likelihood

7 This is not the optimum way of constructing an ngram model [29], but it gives good results and

is easy to implement.
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will assign a weight of 1 to the empirical trigram distribution. Because there are far

fewer combining weights than ngram parameters, (26,570 versus over 9M), I used the

much smaller block B to estimate them. Maximum likelihood values were obtained

from the EM algorithm, which in this case takes a particularly simple form. Each

iteration collects expected values associated with the current model in each bigram

context:

c-(w"-')=^,,/'(w'^ (c-3)
where h( = •u;i,..., Wt-i, and the sum is over all such histories that end in w", w'. At

the end of each iteration, each parameter is updated according to:

^"^)^-^1{W";W!,\^ z=0...3,V(w",w/). (0.4)
ELo^(^",w/)'

Table C. 5.2 shows some of the perplexities associated with the trigram model

and its components. These are quite low, indicating that the Hansard is a fairly

homogeneous corpus.

C.5.3 Evaluating Printz'Method

I evaluated Printz's feature selection method by comparing it to an obvious heuristic

for selecting trigger features: the mutual information (MI) between trigger and target

words, defined as:

7(u;.)=^p-(u,.)log^^
u,v

where p(u, v) is the empirical joint distribution over trigger pairs u —> v, p(u) and

p{v) are the left and right marginals of this, and the sum is over the four terms (u, v),

Çu,v), (u,v), and (u^v).

To establish p(u, r), I counted every occurrence of a word preceding another word

in the A and B corpora. In order to reduce the size of the table that needed to be

stored, pairs were limited to those where the trigger and target both occurred within
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model

Pz

P2

pl

Pô

p

perplexities

train A train B train C test

18.51

6.6.24

703.61

67549.6

23.57 47.17 55.98 61.05

Table C.3. Perplexities of the trigram reference distribution p and its compo-
nents on different segments of the corpus. The rise in perplexity with "distance"

from block A reflects the chronological nature of the Hansard. The perplexi-

ties of B, C, and test for the empirical models are not shown because they are
infinite.

u

the same sentence, and where neither word was among the 45 most frequent function

words in the vocabulary. To make the triggers complementary to the information

captured by the trigram model, pairs where the target occurred within 2 words of the

trigger were also eliminated. Of the resulting approximately 20M pairs, I retained

the 2M with the highest MI scores which also had pair frequencies greater than or

equal to five.

My original plan was to use these pairs as an initial pool for feature selection

using Printz' algorithm. However, this would not have been feasible in the available

time, so I ran the algorithm on a much smaller pool of just the top 100k pairs (which

still required several days to process). (Unfortunely, 100k features is suboptimal—

the perplexity of a held-out training corpus versus number of features continues to

drop past this point, so the comparison is less interesting than it might have been.)

In order that the information available to the algorithm would be similar to that

on which MI scores were based, I used a MEMD model with a fixed trigger-window

length of 15.
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MÏ ranking gain ranking

m. —>• président

« -> »

m. —>• monsieur

président —> paproski

hon. —> monsieur

hon. —)• président

hon. —>• ministre

voix —)• !

m. -^ -

- —> président

« — »

ne -^ pas

ils —>• ils

suppléant —)• monsieur

seulement —> mais

elle —> elle

m. —>• m.

monsieur —^ suppléant

non —>• mais

n' —>• pas

Table C.4. Top ten trigger pairs for Ml and gain ranking methods. (The angle
brackets are French quotation marks, rendered incorrectly by lyTgX.)

u
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. After computing approximate gains with Printz' algorithm, I sorted the trig-

ger list in order of decreasing gain and compared it to the same list sorted in or-

der of decreasing MI score. The results are significantly different, as shown in ta-

blé C.5.3. Empirical comparisons were made by training MEMD models (again

with window length 15) using the top n features in both lists, for each n in

{1000,2000,5000,10000,20000,50000,100000}. Due to time constraints, the train-

ing corpus was limited to the last 100 files in A aud B (3.6M tokens in total). The

performances of these models over the test corpus are shown in figure C.l and ta-

blé C.5. In all cases (except on the 100k feature set, where the two models are

identical), the gain-based model outperforms the MI-based model by a small margin.

To test the significance of this result, I computed individual perplexities for each

of the 30 files in the test corpus for both MI and gain models at each feature-set

size. Since these perplexities show significant variation from file to file, with only a

barely discernable upward trend with time, it seems reasonable to treat them as iid.

Although the standard deviation for any particular model is high, the deviation of

the difference between MI and gain perplexities at a given feature-set size is low; most

of the global deviation appears to be caused by the reference trigram, which is by

far the strongest determinant of a file's perplexity. Computing the standard normal

cutoff points V/30À/5' for perplexity differences A using the figures in the last column

of table C.5 gives values in the approximate range 10-30, so the null hypothesis that

the gain-based models are no better than MI-based models has vanishingly small

probability.

C.5.4 Evaluation of MEMD Models

The second set of tests I performed was simply aimed at measuring the improvement

of the trigger-based MEMD models over the reference trigram, and comparing this

improvement to that given by a cache model incorporated within a linear combina-

tion. Although, as mentioned earlier, the MEMD and cache models have certain
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Figure C.l. Performance of Ml and gain feature selection methods. Each point

represents the performance over the test corpus of a MEMD model using a

feature set of the given size.
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number of

features

MI

avg sdev

gain

avg sdev

A

avg sdev

1000

2000

5000

10000

20000

50000

100000

60.02

59.82

59.39

58.95

58.44

57.75

57.23

7.38

7.38

7.36

7.34

7.32

7.29

7.20

59.44 7.35

59.14 7.34

58.65 7.35

58.26 7.35

57.89 7.35

57.51 7.34

57.23 7.20

0.57 0.112

0.69 0.106

0.74 0.107

0.68 0.127

0.55 0.129

0.24 0.120

Table C.5. Average and standard deviation of perplexity over files in the test

corpus, for top Ml- and gain-ranked feature sets of the given sizes. The column
marked A reflects the differences in perplexities between each Ml model and
the corresponding gain model.

0

similarities, they are not similar enough to permit well-founded claims that, for in-

stance, MEM^D combinations are superior to linear combination or the contrary. The

interest in comparing these two models is therefore mainly practical, to see whether

MEMD models give more improvement over the baseline trigram than cache models,

which are far simpler to implement and far more efficient.

As described above, a basic cache model is just a fixed-length buffer of the last

L words in h, over which an empirical unigram distribution is calculated. For each

value of L in {15,50,100,200,400}, I combined the resulting cache model with the

reference trigram using a single pair of context-independent weights, estimated over

corpus B with the EM algorithm as a special case of equations (C.3) and (C.4).

The results are shown in table C.6 (the MEMD results in this table are repro-

duced from table C.5). Although no model gives a tremendous improvement over

the trigram, the MEMD models clearly outperform the cache models, with even the
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model perplexity

avg sdev

A

avg sdev

tngram

cache 15

cache 50

cache 100

cache 200

cache 400

MEMD 103

MEMD 104

MEMD 105

60.48

60.57

60.17

60.07

60.05

60.08

59.44

58.26

57.23

7.39

7.44

7.31

7.26

7.25

7.25

7.38

7.34

7.20

-0.09 0.123

0.31 0.146

0.41 0.183

0.43 0.208

0.40 0.215

1.04 0.153

2.27 0.201

3.25 0.312

Table C.6. Average and standard deviation of perplexity over files in the test

corpus, for each model listed. The numbers beside the cache models indicate
the window length L, and the numbers beside the MEMD models indicate
the number of features. The column marked A reflects the differences in

perplexities between each model and the reference trigram.

smallest 1000-feature model doing significantly better than the optimum 200-word

cache model. Interestingly, the cache model which is based on the last 15 words

actually performs worse than the reference trigram over the test corpus—this indi-

cates that the MEMD models are more efficient than the cache in using the relatively

limited amount of context available to them. The best model tested was the 100k-

feature MEMD model, which achieved over 5% lower perplexity than the reference,

albeit at significantly increased computational cost. By the same analysis as used in

the previous section, all these results are statistically significant.

0
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C.6 Conclusion

I have described some theoretical and practical aspects of the MEMD framework

for statistical modeling, as applied to the problem of natural language modeling. I

implemented a class of MEMD language models which use binary trigger (word pair)

features to improve on the performance of a reference trigram model, and tested them

over a large French corpus drawn from the Canadian Hansard. I found that a recent

algorithm for automatic feature selection due to Printz yields trigger models which

are significantly better than those containing the same number of features selected

on the basis of mutual information scores. MEMD models also outperforraed an

optimized linear combination of a trigram and a cache model, even when the number

of triggers used was as small as 1000, and even though the context available to the

trigger model was limited to the previous 15 words. Despite these positive results,

however, a major Obstacle to the use of MEMD techniques for language modeling

remains the fact that, for any significant number of features, these models are very

computationally expensive to train and run.

0


